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What would we do without a good 
transport system despite the mishaps
of not running on time, tragedies as a

result of accidents, and the perceived bad 
service that we sometimes receive? We cannot
survive without it. The ease with which we get
from A to B travelling on these modes of 
transport without being stuck and frustrated in
traffic certainly offsets the few times that we
are actually inconvenienced.

Having travelled to Europe twice in
September it certainly made me realise the
amount of time we do save by being transported
overnight in 'relative' comfort. I certainly would
not like to go back to those days where it took

weeks to get to the same destination. I know those were pioneering days
and it must have been very exciting to be part of them. 

However imagine the planning it would take to get 120 South Africans to
visit an exhibition like EMO 2011 if we did not have the modern aircraft of
today. I don't think it would have been possible unless we all travelled by
ship which would present another set of challenges like running out of beer
before reaching the equator. 

It is therefore amazing to see how we have advanced in a relatively short
period of time and visiting EMO 2011 certainly heightened this fact.  Having
been to several EMO events and been lucky enough to travel to Europe 
visiting domestic machine tool shows and manufacturing plants, the big
stand-out factor with EMO is there is no compromise and this year was no
different. There were suppliers who throw the proverbial kitchen sink at it.
They invest in the biggest stands, the best hospitality, and great 
'remember-me' gifts and often offer some really attractive deals for sales
straight off their stands.

It's frequently a criticism of smaller shows that exhibitors cut corners if
they can, in order to save time and money. In truth there is probably a good
argument to support doing this with visitor numbers declining over the
years. A lot of engineers recognise this fact and as a result actually only visit
just one show bi-annually and miss out all the ones in-between. In opting for
this course of action, they invariably plump for EMO as their show of choice 
- knowing full well that it will cater for all their needs and rarely 
disappoints.

As well as witnessing the delights of modern machine tool technology
and new cutting tool strategies, there is always a healthy list of top quality
seminars that can be attended at EMO. As an indicator, published figures
show there were hundreds of new machining centres launched at EMO and
equally as many new turning centres and lathes. With machine tool 
consumption increasing in recent years, machine tool manufacturers have
been investing heavily in introducing new products to their offerings and EMO
certainly provided the ideal platform when looking to show the world what's new.

And all of these machines and tooling would in 
some way or another be involved in 
the manufacture of the planes, trains, 
trams and buses!!!

EDITOR’S   COMMENT





Afew issues ago I lamented about the heavy schedule of
public holidays in South Africa that companies have to
endure. To top it all the 18th May was declared a public

holiday to allow voters to participate in the local government
elections. Then came the strike season which was one of the
most violent and disruptive we have ever experienced. Then the
Rugby World Cup was thrown into the mix and because of the
time difference between New Zealand and South Africa most
games were televised between breakfast and lunch. The tough
trading conditions with the world economy in turmoil, the 
influence of Chinese and Indian products flooding our market,
do not make business any easier. 

Then we have to contend with all the labour laws, BEE,
BBBEE, compliance, scorecards, ratings, and whatever else 
B and E you name it, otherwise you cannot do business with
the corrupt gravy train club. Only in South Africa can we come
up with a word such as tenderpreneur!! 

Nationalisation is also another dirty word that is being
thrown around far too often these days and making 
international investors think twice before considering 
South Africa. Of course let's not forget all the consultants out
there that are bleeding the system. I saw a quote the other day
where one wants R5000.00 a day to be a facilitator!! And that
comes without a strategy report. That would be an extra
charge.

Then there are the fraudsters and criminals that we have to
contend with. Twice in the  last few months I have had large
amounts of money deposited into the business account and
then received the inevitable phone call from a so called 'client'
saying they have overpaid and can we reverse the amount.  

To get a cc registered these days could take up to 
six months and the paperwork involved keeps the paper 
producers and printers in business. I could go on and on but
the fact remains that it is tough to do business in South Africa
today as compared to 10 years ago.  

But why is this happening in South Africa? Anyone able to
volunteer solutions? Or has it become systemic in our society?

I have recently been to a European country to visit a major
manufacturer of equipment for the metal working industry. 
The visit was twofold in that the company reached a milestone
anniversary and it had also 'signed' an agency representative
agreement with a South African company. Overhearing the
words of the Managing Director talking to the local company's
MD spoke volumes to me.

"Our hand shake is our agreement between our two 
companies and that is the way we do it in this country and we
will continue to do so. You can trust our company to uphold this
agreement. There will be no paperwork involved." 

This is how I remember business being done 30 years ago.
I wish we could go back to those days but with all the 
technological advancements that we have experienced in this
time frame. 

This trip was followed shortly thereafter by my visit to the
EMO 2011 exhibition in Hannover, Germany, a country I love
going to because of the very first world feel about it. Everything
generally functions as it should and the majority of the people
are working. More importantly they are productive and take
pride in what they are doing.

But it is the public transport system that stands out. The
network across the country and within the cities is vast and
always busy because although the Germans are known to be a
nation of car lovers, the citizens of Germany can rely on public
transport and make use of it. Every main city has a Hauptbahn
Hof (main train station) where the trains (overland), tubes 
(U-Bahn), trams (S-Bahn) and busses all leave from or arrive at.
Where the city has an airport you can use the public transport
to get to it. 

To access this public transport there are no security checks
or entrance/exit turnstiles that you have to go through. It is all
run according to the honesty system. You know that you have to
purchase a ticket to travel so there are no excuses for 
ignorance, and a heavy fine will be given if you are caught 
without a ticket. And all the Germans stick to the rules.

It is this honesty and respect that is so noticeable.

VIEW   POINT
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It's tough doing business in South Africa

This is the viewpoint of Bruce Crawford, Editor of Metalworking News





The representatives 
of leading machine
tool, tooling, 

consumables, services and
accessories supplier to the
metalworking and related
engineering industries, 
the Retecon Group, had
their hands full this year
while attending the 
EMO 2011 exhibition in
Hannover, Germany. 

With the company 
representing well known
international 
manufacturers such as
Deckel-Maho-Gidemeister
(DMG), Trumpf, Heller,
Schleifring-Studer, 
GF AgieCharmilles, Kasto,

Ficep, Kapp-Niles, Hexagon Group, DEA-TESA, Zoller, Renishaw,
Leica, and Mahr, all of whom were exhibiting, many chose this
event to showcase their technology solutions to the world-not
just to visitors from Europe. Because shops and plants are so
much alike in the challenges they face, these solutions are
highly likely to be applicable to prospective buyers no matter
which country or continent they call home. Many of them 
introduced new models, new developments and new 
techniques.

Leading the way by occupying the whole of Hall 2 at the
north entrance of the exhibition grounds was DMG, who with
their new cooperation partners, MORI SEIKI, exhibited a 

convincing line-up of machines. Visitors could view 
97 high-tech machines in full cutting action, including 
25 world premieres. The display included one of the biggest
exhibits at this year's premier trade fair for metal working 
technology - the XXL universal milling machine DMU 600 P. 
In addition a representative cross section of the DMG range of
services and a wealth of innovative software modules and 
control tools were on view.

World premieres at EMO included the MILLTAP 700 
(the first joint venture product developed by DMG and 
Mori Seiki), a highly productive milling and drilling machine 
with fast tool changers with up to 25 pockets, a chip-to-chip
time of 1.5 seconds. Others on show for the first time were the
ECOLINE turning-milling machines with a new design that
ensures optimum functionality and ergonomics plus an even
more enhanced performance thanks to faster rapid traverses
and more powerful spindles, the CTX 310 ECOLINE and 
CTX 510 ECOLINE, two new universal lathes, the 
DMU 50 ECOLINE CNC universal milling machine, the 
DMC 635 V ECOLINE and the DMC 1035 V ECOLINE vertical
machining centres, the CTX gamma 3000 TC turn & mill
machine, the new SPRINT 42 linear for short and long turning
parts, the new DMU 105 monoBLOCK® NEXT GENERATION 
5-axis milling machine, the DMU 40 eVo linear and the 
DMU 100 eVo linear, which represent an expansion of the 
eVo universal milling machine series and the LASERTEC 65

INDUSTRY   NEWS
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Retecon's principles
out in force at EMO 2011







Shape. A unique feature of this machine
is the flexible 
integration of a fibre
laser scan head to
a spindle head via
an HSC interface
which allows 5-axis
milling of shaped
constructional 
elements with
laser surface 
structuring on one
machine in a single
setup for the very first time.

With an order intake of 207.6 million Euro and 
847 machines sold according to DMG's website, I think you can
say the company had a very successful EMO 2011. 

HELLER exhibited the new C series 5-axis machining centre,
he FT 4000 5-axis machining centre with fork head and
Heidenhain control iTNC530, the new 5-axis machining 
centre FT 2000 with swivel head, the RFK 150 milling machine
for the machining of light-duty crankshafts and a new 
generation of energy efficiency, using the example of the 
H 2000 horizontal machining centre.

Among the products Hexagon Metrology exhibited was the
DEA GLOBAL Silver, which measures quicker and more 
accurately than ever before, while being even simpler to set up
and use. The scanning throughput has been increased by up to
35% compared to previous models. Improved
movement algorithms, upgraded software and
a new controller contribute to further increases
in productivity.

Leica Geosystems (Metrology Division)
also presented their products on the
Hexagon Metrology stand.

FICEP presented their recently
launched Gemini 254 G, one of the
world's most technologically advanced,
multi-function and flexible system for
profile cutting, drilling, machining and
scribing with an integral bevelling
capability and an advanced material
cutting capability
using either
HT2000 and
HPR260
Hypertherm
Plasma Systems.

Interest was shown in Kasto's sawing
machines and storage systems and the new
Kasto computer-controlled storage system,
called Unitower C. Designed to stock a 
combination sheet, long stock, pallets and
boxes, it is a low-cost, modular solution to
maximising the amount of material that 
companies are able to store within a 1.5 by 
3 metre footprint. 

GF AgieCharmilles also presented one of
the world's most precise EDM machines

especially designed for micro 
applications. It is equipped with

the new "Integrated Vision Unit"
offering optical access to
details that are not visible with

a 3D sensor. The new
development

addresses the
growing 

miniaturisation
trend in the
manufacturing
of electronic

components
and devices. 

The GF
AgieCharmilles
products 
exhibited also
included the

FORM 300 vP, a highly flexible die-sinking machine for greater
autonomy, the FORM 200 mS die-sinking EDM machine that
masters the tiniest details for perfect geometric quality, the
CUT 2000 OilTech which uses oil as a dielectric to make 
surface protection the top priority and the DRILL 300, 
a quick, fine, reliable and powerful hole-drilling EDM 
machine.

Studer exhibited the S41/1000, a new universal 
cylindrical grinding machine, the S41/1600, a new 
universal cylindrical grinding machine, the S22 production
cylindrical grinding machine, the S242 machining centre, 

the CT550 internal cylindrical grinding
machine and the S33 universal 
cylindrical grinding machine.

Kapp Niles presented the new
MultiCELL machine which combines
a Weisser Univertor AC-1 with the
newly developed Kapp Gear 
Grinding Center KX 100 DYNAMIC 
to offer highly productive process 
integration for the first time. The

MultiCELL is best suited for the hard
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finishing of gears
with a tip 
diameter up to
125 mm.

Mahr offers
users and 
manufacturers of
precision tools 
modern solutions
for quality 
assurance. 
The focus of Mahr's presence at EMO was on the new MarForm
MMQ 400, which now combines form, contour and roughness
measurements in only one setting, accelerating the entire
measuring process, the optical measuring station MarVision
TM 500 and the tool presetter MarPreset 1800, as well as the
surface measuring station MarSurf XR 20 with the innovative
and compact touch PC, the touch screen monitor and computer
in one unit, which celebrated its exhibition premiere.

An exciting development in the field of measuring solutions,
ZOLLER's "smile EDM" not only measures cutting tools but also
electrodes. All important parameters (offset angles, eccentricity,
length, etc.) of the electrode can be measured as well as metal
cutting tools such as drills, milling cutters and reamers. This
was one of the company's main exhibits at EMO.

The population of Germany is growing ever older, medical
technology is becoming increasingly sophisticated, while
progress in emerging nations is leading to unstoppable growth
in the global market for medical technology products. Because
the needs are so huge and diverse, manufacturers have to look
harder for efficient, flexible manufacturing techniques than

ever before. Medical products place exacting demands
on materials, manufacturing quality and process 
documentation. As a tool, the laser is the ideal solution
for these kinds of constraints. Its wide-ranging 
applications and excellent capabilities for cutting, welding
and marking turn the laser into an indispensable, flexible
precision tool for the manufacture of a host of medical
technology products. The use of the laser opens up
progress in medical technology and megatrend health
and this was the focus of Trumpf's equipment on display.

"We have for some years now covered all the metal
forming and cutting disciplines including milling, turning, gear
cutting, boring, grinding, tube & wire, EDM, pressing, punching,
laser, bending and measuring by importing quality well known
brands from all
over the world"
said Retecon
MD Hans 
Peter Neth.

"At EMO
2011 visitors,
including the
approximately
120 South
Africans, were
able to see first
hand how 
technology has been developing in our field of manufacturing,
particularly those companies that we represent."

For further details contact Hans Peter Neth on 
TEL: 011 976 8600
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South Africa's troubled aerospace company, Denel Saab
Aerostructures (DSA), part of the State-owned Denel
defence industrial group, has received formal Requests

for Proposals (RfPs) for work worth between R1.2 billion and
R2 billion from leading aerospace companies.

These RfPs have come from Lockheed Martin, Gulfstream
Aerospace and Spirit Aerosystems in the US, Embraer in Brazil
and the Honda Aircraft Company (based in the US but wholly
owned by Japan's Honda Corporation).

Of course, DSA is in competition with other potential 
suppliers to these groups, but their invitations to bid for 
contracts displays their regard for the South African 
company's technical standards.

Indeed, the RfP from Embraer is a direct result of a major
inspection of DSA and its facilities by a large technical delegation
from the Brazilian group. They were sent to evaluate whether or
not DSA would be up to producing components for Brazil's new
KC-390 military transport and air to air refuelling aircraft.

While it looks as if South Africa will not join the KC-390 
programme, DSA now has a chance to win work on the
Embraer E-170/190 families of jet airliners. These families
comprise four models - the 70 seat E-170, the 78 seat E-175,
the 98 seat E-190 and the 122 seat E-195. By September
2010, 671 of these aircraft had been delivered to customers,

and it has been forecast that this figure will rise to 1 100 by
the end of 2016.

Similarly, the RfP from Honda - for components for its
HondaJet business aircraft - followed a technical inspection 
of DSA.

Lockheed Martin is looking to place a new contract for the
manufacture of flaps for its C-130J military transport, air to air
refuelling and special mission family of aircraft, as the 
current contract is coming to an end. More than 300 C-130Js
have been sold so far.

Gulfstream Aerospace, part of the General Dynamics group,
is one of the world's leading producers of business jets. It has
not been revealed what components for what aircraft are 
covered by the Gulfstream RfP. It should be noted that DSA
already produces tail planes for the Gulfstream G150.

Spirit Aerosystems is itself an aerostructures company, the
world's largest supplier of assemblies and components for 
commercial aircraft. Again, the nature of the parts covered by
the RfP has not been revealed.

However, none of these contracts, if won by DSA, would
start immediately - Lockheed Martin's new contract for 
C-130J flaps, for example, would come into effect in 2013.
Thus they hold out the potential of new revenue streams in the
future, not additional revenue now.

DSA bidding to supply major
world aerospace companies
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Big wind power roll-out
to bring transport headaches

With 1 850 MW of wind energy capacity expected to be
installed in South Africa by 2015, there is going to be
severe strain on transport infrastructure, Sisa James

of The GreenCape Initiative warned.
About 925 wind turbines would be installed and if each 

turbine was transported as seven components (or eight for 
larger turbines), there would be at least 6 475 abnormal loads
moving between the ports and wind farm sites.

Over a two-year build period, this translated to 13 loads a
day, assuming it would be possible to spread the loads equally.
James noted that this was, however, unlikely, as turbines would
not start arriving on the day that these projects get under way.

"These kinds of loads and the volumes that we expect will
cause severe strain on our roads, and the infrastructure is also
not there," James said at the South African Wind Energy
Association conference in Cape Town.

At this stage, all the loads were expected to be transported
by road, he said, adding GreenCape has been engaging with
Transnet. ( "Transnet still don't have a real picture of the 
opportunities. It will be the cheapest mode of transport but
they don't have the equipment or infrastructure.")

In terms of the abnormal loads there would be problems
with the length, height, weight and width of the turbine 
components, which would require route clearance.

Modifications would most likely be required along some
routes, including signs and fences at intersections being moved

to allow for the turning of overlong trailers. About 112 dedicated
traffic escorts would be required during transportation, with
routes needing to be advertised before the transfers take place.

James also said that there could be a shortage of trucks to
transport the turbines, as a project of this scale had not been
undertaken in South Africa before. He noted that there would
probably also be a crane shortage for offloading the turbines at
the ports and for erection at the build sites.

With most of the Western Cape and Northern Cape turbines
expected to move through Saldanha Bay, GreenCape has
offered to lease a staging area at the port specifically for the
turbine offload, which would be sublet to the developers.
"Essentially what you're getting is a chicken and egg situation
in which we know how much staging area we're going to need,
but no one's going to lease it until they get a contract. The
process to make the land available could take a lot of time and
it needs people to act sooner rather than later which is why we
have offered to do that," said James.

The GreenCape Initiative is a vehicle that has been 
established by the Western Cape provincial government and
the City of Cape Town to try and unlock manufacturing and 
employment potential in the 'green economy' in the Western
Cape. The initiative has initially chosen to focus on the 
renewable energy sector and so has become involved in the
transportation and logistics around the installation of 
wind turbines in the province.
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Nissan South Africa (Nissan SA) hopes to know by
November if it will manufacture and export the single
successor pick-up model to the current NP300 and

Navara pick-up ranges.
The current 

NP300, or Hardbody, 
is produced at 
Nissan SA's Rosslyn
plant for the local 
and export markets.

Nissan SA overseas
programme director
Joggie Mentz says the
company "is positive" it
will be successful in its
bid to secure a new 
contract from its
Japanese parent 
company. It is competing
for production allocation
with Nissan plants in
Spain, Mexico and
Thailand.

Mentz says all four
plants could split the
production of the new
model between them, or
two plants could, for
example, secure larger
production contracts.

The new model 
could potentially see
production capacity at
Nissan SA jump from
more than 50 000 units
to 100 000 units a year
by 2015.

Mentz says 
production of the 
successor pick-up 
model will amount to 
60 000 to 80 000 units
a year, according to
Nissan SA's planning, 
of which around 
22 000 bakkies should
be sold on the local
market, with the rest
exported.

Mentz adds that
Nissan SA is grateful 
for the Gauteng 
government's 
willingness to help the
company in clinching 
the contract by offering
assistance in setting 
up a training facility, 
as well as a small 

business incubator near the plant.
Nissan SA also produces the NP200 bakkie and the

Renault Sandero locally.

Nissan SA to know by November if
it will produce, export Hardbody successor



Toyota is looking to
aggressively expand
manufacturing activities

at its plant to full capacity
(220,000 units a year) by
2020 - an ambition that has
knock-on implications for
employment in Durban and
for local component 
manufacturing operations.

Toyota will initially import the Innova, a compact seven- or
eight-seater multipurpose vehicle, but the company would like
to begin building the car in Durban. The manufacture of

minibus taxis in Durban was
also imminent, as soon as the
government's regulations
were in place.

"We'll check the market,"
Mr van Zyl said of the 
reception the Innova might
have in SA. "It's a nice car. It's
got a great family application
and a great tourist 

application. There's space for it in the rental industry." 
The Innova uses Toyota's IMV (innovative, international,

multipurpose vehicle) platform, which it shares with the 
Hilux bakkie and Fortuner SUV, which the firm already builds in
Durban. "The IMV range has been an incredible success," 
Mr van Zyl said.

Toyota's first step to launching a new model in SA was
building Quantum/ Ses'fikile minibus taxis in SA, instead of
importing them from Japan.

Mr van Zyl would not give a date, but confirmed that the
manufacture of taxis would begin in Durban "next year, pending
acceptable regulations" from the state.

As for Toyota's further plans to utilise full capacity at the
Prospecton factory, Mr van Zyl said the "identification of the
products has been done. Now it's down to the economy."

He said his management team was getting "hammered" by
dealers over the lack of a competitor in SA's half-ton bakkie
market, which usually makes up a third of the light commercial
market - 3000-3500 units a month.

This market is currently dominated by Nissan's Rosslyn-built
NP200 and General Motors' Chevy Corsa.

Toyota globally does not have a product to fit that niche,
despite building a small bakkie - the Toyota 1200 - in the
1970s.

Mr van Zyl said the company was "looking at every segment
in the market where we are not present." That could potentially
mean Toyota SA was investigating a locally designed, 
unique-to-SA bakkie model based on a platform currently 
manufactured at the plant, such as the Corolla.

If all these elements came together, Toyota SA would be
building every incarnation of the IMV project (Hilux, Fortuner
and Innova), the Corolla and Auris, Quantum/Ses'fikile and 
an as-yet- unnamed half-ton bakkie.

Mr van Zyl said localising as much content as possible 
was a priority for Toyota. He believed that local component
manufacturers' competitiveness was "getting better."

He said that economies of scale would help, as volumes
increased.

Toyota SA is launching an all-new model in SA, and may produce the car at its
Durban plant soon if demand warrants it, says MD Johan van Zyl.

Toyota aims to build
new multi-role car at plant

in Durban
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Mr van Zyl said localising
as much content as possible

was a priority for Toyota.
He believed that local component
manufacturers' competitiveness

was “getting better.”





This marks the first time in Africa's history that the 
continent has independently designed and 
manufactured its own aircraft. The market potential 

of the aircraft could add up to half a billion dollars to the 
industrial output of the South African economy.

This comes at a time of growing threats from terrorism,
piracy, cross border incursions, climate change, natural 
disasters and drug trafficking that has fuelled the worldwide
need for a low cost aerial reconnaissance, surveillance and
armed patrol system capable of supporting a wide range of
operations.

The new category of aircraft will challenge the dominant
Western manufacturers because of its low acquisition cost,
reduced requirement for back-end support, extensive 
operational capabilities and greater degree of pilot situational
awareness.

The project to develop an Advanced High Performance
Reconnaissance Light Aircraft (AHRLAC) is the initiative of
South African defence and aerospace giant Paramount Group
together with technical partner Aerosud, South Africa's largest
aeronautical engineering company.

Ivor Ichikowitz, Executive Chairman of the Paramount
Group, said: "The launch of AHRLAC marks a major milestone
for Africa. For the first time in the history of the continent,
Africa will be designing and manufacturing its own aircraft and
can benefit from the jobs and economic growth 
associated with a vibrant domestic aerospace industry."

The launch occurs as Western governments are under 
pressure to cut defence spending, and developing nations seek
out affordable aeronautical and defence technology to tackle a
variety of emerging security challenges including terrorism, the
effects of climate change and increased demand for 
peacekeeping and humanitarian relief operations.

Ichikowitz said: "The future of South Africa's economic
development relies on the development of knowledge-based
industries. AHRLAC is a clear indication of this capability. We
have unveiled an aircraft with global relevance, which was 
conceived, designed, engineered and will be manufactured
right here in South Africa.

"AHRLAC is a cost effective, flexible, multi-role aviation 
platform that marks the first time a company has successfully
bridged the gap between manned and unmanned aircraft."

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become increasingly
popular over the last few years due to the absence of serious
aerial threats in conflicts like Afghanistan and Iraq. These 
platforms are complex and expensive, lack multi-role flexibility
and situational awareness which could result in collateral 
damage.

Ivor Ichikowitz continues: "AHRLAC is a huge technological
triumph for South Africa. The reality is that the technology
behind UAVs has being oversold and that AHRLAC provides a
far more comprehensive solution. For example, AHRLAC has
strong defensive capabilities which means that it can operate
in hostile airspace, as well as the ability to carry out 
operations in domestic airspace because it is piloted.

"This makes it ideally suited to some of the long term 
security issues facing the world such as drug trafficking 
control, piracy, patrol of exclusive economic zones, protection
of fisheries and rainforests, coast guard and border 
surveillance and the monitoring of strategic installations 
such as oil pipelines.

"The cost effectiveness of this aircraft means that more
countries than ever before will be able to access the kind of
operational capabilities once restricted to only a handful of
superpowers. AHRLAC has important political implications for
South Africa in strengthening economic relations and helping
the country to be recognised as a strong centre for aerospace
innovation and technology. South Africa already leads the world
in many fields such as sport and peacekeeping, now we will
show the world that we can lead in the aerospace industry."

The development of the aircraft is symbolic of Africa's 
growing confidence and increasing economic and political 
profile on the world stage. Over the last ten years Africa's 
economic pulse has quickened, with real GDP rising nearly 
5% per year from 2000 - more than twice the pace in the
1980's and 1990's.

Ichikowitz concluded: "ARHLAC's development will 
contribute to South Africa's industrial base by creating jobs,
sharing skills and driving exports to foreign markets - all of
which is particularly valuable at a time when the Government 
is pursuing strategies to boost the country's industrial 
capability and growth."
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Africa's aerospace industry has entered a new era with the launch 
of a ground-breaking multi-role aviation platform.

Revolutionary aircraft heralds
rebirth of Africa's aerospace industry





At the Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA) East London
plant there is a palpable buzz of excitement amongst
employees as the Mercedes-Benz C-Class production line

prepares to literally 'push up the volume'.
From the beginning of October MBSA began building 

more Mercedes-Benz C-Class cars, moving production up to 
a consistent build rate of 250 units per day.

Following the announcement late last year when parent
company, Daimler AG, announced a R2,5 billion commitment to
build the next-generation Mercedes-Benz C-Class (W205) in
South Africa, alongside sister plants in Germany, the USA and
China, the local plant has gone into 'even-higher-efficiency'
mode.

Judging from sales figures locally and internationally, 
after its mid-year launch the new-generation Mercedes-Benz 
C-Class (W204) is receiving a very positive market response. 
At present the East London plant builds this model range for
the South African market and for export to the United States 
of America. 

On 5 September a record shipment of 3,168 new 
C-Classes left East London for the USA.  In July the largest

number of 
right-hand-drive
vehicles for the
local market in
the history of the
East London
plant rolled off
the assembly
line. During July,
August and
September,
owing to market
demand, the
plant ran 
additional Saturday shifts over and above its routine two 
eight-hour daily shifts.  At times the regular shifts were also
extended.

Rainer Ruess, MBSA Vice-President responsible for 
manufacturing and head of the Mercedes-Benz East London
plant: "With the entire team putting in a great effort, we are
producing at full capacity in East London. We are building 
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Optimising plant efficiencies to
increase production volume.







high-quality vehicles with dedicated and energised employee
teams. These are exciting times as we improve our global 
competitiveness."

The recent optimisation plan was part of the preparation 
for the next-generation C-Class to be introduced in 2014.
Making use of the Daimler investment this year, of just over
R20 million, significant production time improvements were
planned and implemented between April and end of 
September this year.

Some of the areas which received special attention 
included improving cycle times and throughput in the body
shop, in the paintshop, and on the assembly line; as well as
better use of buffer areas. Robotic cells also came under
review to improve cycle time efficiencies which, in turn, ensure
better availability of the equipment for routine maintenance
work reducing critical downtime.

The results of this significant optimisation exercise 
include:

• The creation of 50 new jobs over the two shifts;
• Production volume increased from 1 October over 

the two eight-hour shifts, representing an 8.7% increase in 
production capacity and an 8% improvement in efficiency;

• Current Takt time (i.e. the time it takes for a car to 
move from one line station to the next line station) is at 
4 minutes.  Following the improvements this is now reduced 
to 3.7 minutes.  

Over the short term these improvements will enable MBSA
to increase its 2011 full year production to close on 54,500.
Over the longer term this improved production will enable
MBSA to achieve a planned 2012 target of about 59,000 cars,
which will be the highest volume ever produced by this plant in
a single year.

MBSA ships biggest C-Class consignment yet to US
Mercedes-Benz South Africa (MBSA) loaded its largest ever

consignment of cars destined for the US, numbering 3 168
locally built new-generation C-Class cars.

The vehicles would be off-loaded in Baltimore, Brunswick
and Long Beach.

Rainer Ruess, VP responsible for manufacturing at MBSA's
East London plant, said the shipment reaffirmed US customers'
satisfaction with the "consistent manufacturing quality" from
the South African plant.

Transnet National Ports Authority East London acting port
manager Eugene Theron noted that he was delighted with the
quick loading of the consignment, enabled by the expansion of
the car terminal, a project which was commissioned especially
to accommodate these large consignments.

East London saw the arrival of the largest car carrier to ever
call at the port. The 231-metre-long Tijuca docked to unload a
consignment of vehicles for the South African market.
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Capital equipment manufacturer Bell Equipment reported
a healthy jump in profit to R115.2 million for the first 
six months of the 2011 financial year, compared with

R10.7 million for the same period last year. Earnings a share
stood at 109c a share, compared with 9c a share.

Revenue for the six months ended June 30 was R2.14 billion,
up from R1.5 billion in the comparable period last year.

The JSE-listed group said there were three major 
contributors to the "significant improvement" in profitability,
namely a 43% increase in sales, an improvement in gross
profit margins from 21.6% at June 30, 2010, to the current
23.2%, and a reduction in the interest on borrowings by 75%,
to reach R8.9 million for the period under review.

Bell reported that it was "pleasing to advise shareholders"
that the company had shown a "sizeable improvement in 
profitability", adding that this was expected to continue in the
second half of the financial year, on the back of a full order book.

The group noted that the US and Eurozone debt crises
suggested that global markets were going to take "years
rather than months" before they emerged from trouble.
However, it added that the company benefitted from such
times, as they led to an increasing demand for commodities

and, subsequently, products servicing the mining industry.
Sectors which remained active included territories in 

sub-Saharan Africa where the mining and agricultural 
industries had experienced a strong rebound, as well as
Australasia's mining sector.

Bell had increased production at its South African and
German plants to cater for this demand, with an additional 
1 000 people employed over the past 12 months.

Both facilities were running at 75% capacity, bringing 
production and employment levels close to the company's
prerecession position.

However, it had not been all plain sailing, as the supply of
production materials, including castings, tyres and hydraulic
components had been challenging for the first six months of
the financial year.

The next few months would see Bell introduce some new
products to the market, with the company signing a 
distribution agreement with Liebherr to sell excavators into
Africa and South Africa.

These machines would be launched in September and
were expected to increase Bell's revenue during the second
half of the 2011 financial year.

Bell in major turnaround as it ups profit,
production and employment



FAW SA is a joint venture
between a local 
company and Chinese

vehicle manufacturer, FAW,
which owns the majority
share in the local operations. China FAW will provide the 
funding for the venture.

FAW is number 197 on the Fortune 500 list, and last year
recorded $44 billion in turnover, FAW SA MD Richard Leiter
told Engineering News.

FAW last year produced 2.54 million trucks and cars, 
and manufactures vehicles in China in joint venture with 
companies such as Volkswagen, Toyota and Mazda.

FAW is also to move to private ownership, and will go 
public in 2012, says FAW SA GM Liu Xia.

The Eastern Cape plant, which will be situated on a 

400 000 m² site, will have 
an annual capacity of 
5 000 trucks a year, ranging
from smaller trucks right up 
to the extra-heavy beasts.

The plant will also produce light commercial vehicles and 
passenger cars, something FAW does not yet sell in 
South Africa.

Annual light commercial vehicle and passenger car plant
capacity will be 30 000 units a year and the product range
will include single and double half-ton bakkies - more of the
workhorse kind than the leisure kind - as well as sedans and
hatchbacks.

FAW SA unveiled its bakkie and passenger car range 
in South Africa at the Johannesburg Motor Show in October
with sales of these vehicles kicking off in early 2012.

Abbas says FAW SA has inked a deal with the Imperial
group to distribute the vehicles locally.

FAW SA currently has 18 truck dealerships in South Africa,
but wants to grow this footprint significantly, he adds. FAW SA
has been selling trucks in South Africa since 1993, with 
current assembly, in modest numbers, taking place at its
Ekurhuleni plant.

The aim of the new, expanded plant is to service the local
market, explains Abbas, but also the African market, as well
as, eventually, South America.

"South Africa and the rest of Africa are our number one
priority. It is a widely held belief in Africa that South Africa
has high standards and that it produces reliable, quality
goods, which is why we chose South Africa as our export base.
We believe Africa will be the world's next growth engine."

Abbas does not want to divulge local sales volumes. 
Leiter notes, however, that Africa is an important market for
the company, and that it, for example, delivered 80 buses to
Zimbabwe earlier this year. "We are looking at setting up a
dealership in Harare."

The company already has dealerships in some African
countries. Angolan FAW sales reached around 4 000 units
last year.

Abbas says FAW SA has been locked in talks with the
Department of Trade on Industry (dti) on incentives for its 
proposed investment, but that negotiations are ongoing. 
The dti confirmed these negotiations.

At its current numbers the plant's annual capacity will fall
short of the 50 000 units a year required to qualify for incentives
under government's Automotive Production Development
Programme, set to be implemented in 2013. However, Abbas
says the 50 000 unit threshold is "not a problem".

The first vehicle is expected to roll off the assembly line 
at the Eastern Cape plant in 2015. The FAW SA Ekurhuleni
facility will then become a parts distribution centre.

FAW to invest $100 million
in Eastern Cape truck, car plant

FAW South Africa (FAW SA) will start construction of a $100 million
truck and passenger car plant in the Eastern Cape in the first quarter

of next year, says FAW SA operations manager Mehdi Abbas.
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“South Africa and the rest of Africa
are our number one priority.”





The R10 million facility was opened by the chairperson
of the PMP Board, Ms Gabsie Mathenjwa and the
CEO, Mr Carel Wolhuter at the company's premises to

the west of Pretoria. The new facility was established in
order to meet rapidly increasing demand for commercial
explosives in South Africa, from the mining, quarrying and
civil engineering sectors.

Speaking at the opening Ms Mathenjwa said:  
"PMP is a truly South African company, employs around 
1 300 people and provides world-class ammunition to
many customers and most notably to the South African
National Defence Force and the SA Police Services.
Through export, it earns foreign exchange of between
R200 million and R300 million annually for 
South Africa."

The new investment will expand PMP's capacity to 
manufacture lead azide, by 150% to more than 5 tons 
per month. The main customers are Sasol and AEL, 
who use the lead azide in the manufacture of detonators
for the mining industry.

The investment into this modern facility became 
necessary for two reasons:

• To respond to the higher demand from PMP's
clients; and

• To reduce risk. The new facility is geographically
separate from the existing one, and can function 
independently.

PMP is one of the large business entities in the 
Denel Group. The company is internationally renowned 
for world-class military and commercial small and 
medium calibre ammunition.

The primary explosives manufactured by PMP 
are supplied to AEL and Sasol to be used in 
detonators. Between them, PMP, AEL and Sasol supply 
the explosives to 90% of the South African mining 
industry.

According to Mr Carel Wolhuter, more than 35% of 
the company's business is derived from commercial 
products. These include brass strip, drill bits for the 
mining industry, hunting ammunition and primary 
explosives. This base load enables PMP to be a reliable
supplier of small and medium calibre ammunition to the
local Security Forces, as well as to various customers
around the world.

Mr Wolhuter also emphasised that safety is one of
Management's primary focus areas. The company 
reached 1 million accident-free hours on 2 September
2011, and boasts a low Lost Time Injury Frequency Ratio
of 0,27. This puts it in the top 5% of "safe" companies in
the world.

DENEL PMP invests in new
explosive manufacturing facility

Pretoria Metal Pressings, (PMP) opened a new manufacturing facility 
that will significantly expand its capacity to produce primary explosives 

for end users in the chemical and mining sectors.
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DCD-DORBYL subsidiary Isivunguvungu Wind Energy
Converter (I-WEC), a manufacturer of multi-megawatt
class wind turbines, has called for clarification on the

Department of Energy's threshold for local content for
onshore wind renewable technologies, saying it is 
"unexpectedly low".

Rob King, MD of DCD-DORBYL, says in anticipation of
future participation in the manufacture of components for
wind energy enterprises, as well as nuclear power plants, the
Group has made a massive investment into technology and
skills.

"In terms of wind energy technologies alone, we have
invested R75 million to create local capacity to produce wind
turbines, not only to world class standards, but to the 
state-of-the-art in the global wind energy technology field,"
King says. "DCD-DORBYL is capable of manufacturing the
complete wind energy converters for onshore wind energy
technologies with a local content of more than 60% - more
than double the target that appears to be stipulated in the
adjudication of the Department of Energy's request for 
proposals documentation.

"We have approached the
Department for clarification to 
determine if benefit will be given to
tenders with higher local content than
the target set."

"We believe in the future of the
South African wind energy sector, and
the significant investment we have
made in order to participate in this
exciting new industry bears this out. In
fact, the more we look at the value
chain associated with wind turbine
manufacture, the more opportunity we
see for industries other than ourselves
to benefit. We want to be a willing partner with government to
establish a successful wind energy sector and in so doing,
create much-needed jobs." 

I-WEC was founded during 2009 in Cape Town, to 
manufacture 2,5 MW wind energy converters. A wind energy
converter comprises a tower base, an 80 metre tower, a wind
turbine unit and three blades per turbine, each 50 metres in
length.

The engineering and design of the turbines is in 
accordance with the proven and certified technology provided
by Aerodyn Energiesysteme GmbH in Germany, a leading 
specialist in wind energy conversion technology. I-WEC has
acquired licences and technology transfer agreements from
Aerodyn to manufacture 2,5 MW wind turbines and rotor
blades and will manufacture the blades in a new dedicated
facility, assemble the wind turbine units in an existing facility
and fabricate the steel towers completely within its various
plants. I-WEC's complete manufacturing operation is 
complemented by in-house erection, operating, service and
maintenance facilities.  

This will make I-WEC the first South African manufacturer
of multi megawatt wind energy turbines including rotor
blades. The company is an active member of the South
African Bureau of Standards Working Group for the Adoption
of International Wind Energy Standards (International
Electrotechnical Commission [IEC] standards).  

I-WEC is currently demonstrating to representatives of
Aerodyn and an independent German authorising body that it
is capable of erecting and commissioning a wind turbine,
using a first-of-production (in South Africa) wind energy 
converter. The wind energy converter complies fully with the
stated technical requirements of the South African
Department of Energy. 

Once this localisation certification is in place, personnel
will be trained in the operation and maintenance of the 
turbines, as part of DCD-DORBYL's Private Benefit Organisation,
in which DCD-DORBYL has made an investment of R35 million
into the training and development in selected industry sectors. 

I-WEC estimates that in the medium term it will be able to
create about 400 permanent jobs within the operation.  

I-WEC has also initiated a 
discussion with the German 
government in regard to the 
possible establishment of a rotor
blade manufacturing training 
facility to equip local people with
the new skills required to 
participate in this new sector and
provide them with recognised 
certificates of competency. The
objective is to train not only the
artisans required by I-WEC, but to
supply the industry with much-needed
skilled and certified individuals.

The certification of the local
production processes required to manufacture the 2,5 MW
wind turbines is the final stage in the lead-up to full scale
manufacture by the end of 2011. 

The first 2,5 MW wind turbine will be completed in
February 2012 and five more will be assembled over the next
15 months. Thereafter production will begin in earnest at the
rate of 50 units per annum in year one, 100 units in year two,
ramping up to an ultimate output of 200 wind turbine units
per annum for the local and international wind energy 
conversion markets.

DCD-DORBYL is one of the largest manufacturing concerns
in Africa and a respected industry leader globally. The group
comprises three divisions: Rail & Defence, Mining & Energy
and Marine. All three divisions compete across the full 
spectrum of the South African steel industry, with world-class
manufacturing facilities that comply with the highest international
standards and accreditations. Approximately 75% of all 
products manufactured by group companies is exported.

For further details contact Rob King of DCD-DORBYL (PTY)
Ltd) on TEL: 016 428 0000 or visit www.dcd-dorbyl.com

DCD-DORBYL calls for clarification
on local content target for

wind renewable technologies

“The more we look
at the value chain
associated with

wind turbine manufacture,
the more opportunity
we see for industries
other than ourselves

to benefit.”
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The Johannesburg International
Motor Show got into full swing
on Saturday, October 8 as the

public made its way through the
Expo Centre gates for the first of
nine days after the first two days had
been reserved for the media and VIP guests. 
The show, which is rated as one of the world's top 
20 automotive exhibitions to be staged in 2011, ran until
October 16.

A number of exciting concept cars and new models
were unveiled during the first two days and underlined the
fact that this is the biggest and best motor show ever
staged in South Africa. 

If there was a title for "showstopper" it would probably
be awarded to the incredible Chevrolet Miray concept. This
carbon fibre-clad beauty is powered by electric motors as
well as a 1.5-litre turbocharged four-cylinder engine. Its
swooping lines are a tribute to performance Chevrolets in
the past and this concept will no doubt be the subject of
many photographs. The Miray was flown to South Africa
straight from the Frankfurt Motor Show where it had also
been a big hit.

Audi's E -Tron concept car is one
vehicle that wowed the crowds. Not to be
outdone, rivals BMW showed off the
Vision concept as well as the exciting
new M5 super saloon to the public.  

On the back of the successful Polo
Vivo, giants Volkswagen took the time to
show off its new Vivo GT which will give
the little B-segment car a nice 
performance edge. However rival Toyota
is determined to grab some of the 
market share back as it took the wraps
off the Indian-built Etios hatch and
sedan which are expected to prove 

worthy competitors to the strong-selling Volkswagen 
budge-priced car.

The Koreans have been hard at work as usual with Kia
and Hyundai both showing some interesting machines in
the form of the three-door Hyundai Veloster and the Kia
Optima. 

If supercars are your thing, the new McLaren MP4-12C,
several models of the latest Aston Martin range and a wide
range of exotic pre-owned models, including Ferraris, an
Audi R8 convertible, a classic Ford Mustang and a gullwing
Mercedes-Benz SLS were on display.

The supercar McLaren MP4-12C is charged with taking
the fight directly to the likes of the Ferrari 458 Italia and
under the bonnet lies a 441kW twin-turbo 3.8-litre V8 that
churns out an incredible 600Nm of torque. All this grunt is
transferred to the rear wheels via a seven-speed 
dual-clutch transmission, which helps get the British
sportscar from 0-100km/h in just 3.3 seconds. Top speed
isn't shabby either, rated at of 330km/h.

For a twin-turbo, 441kW rocketship, the MP4-12C is
pretty eco friendly. Fuel consumption is claimed at
11.7l/100km and its CO2 emissions are pegged at 279g/km.

Johannesburg International
Motor Show reveals some exciting
products
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The show was the first official South African public
viewing of the Lexus LFA supercar while Jaguar had an
example of its fearsome XKR-S coupé on display. Audi had
an example of its stunning R8 GT which is the most 
hardcore derivative of the iconic R8 range. 

The Audi R8 is a fantastic supercar. It looks good, is

great to drive and is easy enough to use everyday should
you decide to do so. The hardcore GT version has now
arrived in South Africa and was on display at the
Johannesburg International Motor Show. 

Only 333 R8 GTs were made for the entire world and
SA has been allocated just seven models and surprise 

surprise, they have
all been bought
already. 

It has an 
asking price of 
R2 620 000, which
means in terms of
price it fits between
the 911 Turbo S and
the 911 GT2 RS. 
So what do you get
for your money? Well
for starters the 
GT is lighter and
more powerful than
the standard V10
version. That means
it is faster and
already it is looking
like it's worth the
extra investment.  

The 5.2-litre V10
engine now pushes
out 412kW, 



up from the standard cars 386kW, and the overall weight
has been reduced by 100kg. With the extra power and
lower weight the R8 GT can get from 0-100km/h in 
3.6 seconds and has a top speed of 320km/h.

Mercedes-Benz has chopped the roof of its SLS AMG
supercar, given it a matte silver paint job and the result is
the Roadster, which was parked in the middle of the
German manufacturer's stand.

For the underground performance aficionados, 
Honda had an example of an all-new supercharged CR-Z
while Toyota had a hot version of the Auris in the form of
the Auris TRD. This Auris comes complete with a 
supercharged engine as well as an outrageous paintjob.

After it was revealed in Frankfurt, the Mini Coupe has
made its way here to South Africa. 

The top-of-the-range JCW has a 1.6-litre turbocharged
motor under its bonnet, pushing out 155kW and 280Nm.

This will get it from 0-100km/h in just 6.4 seconds and has
a top speed of 240km/h.

One of Merc's highlights for JIMS 2011 was the 
Concept A-Class, seen for the first time here in SA. This
futuristic design previews some of the styling elements that
will make their way onto the new A-Class.

SA COTY finalists selected
The finalists that will vie for the WesBank/SAGMJ Car 

of the Year title next year have been selected and were
unveiled. A vote consisting of the full members and 
a jury made up of 30 selected members of the South
African Guild of Motoring Journalists (SAGMJ) have chosen
the following ten finalists to partake in the 2012
WesBank/SAGMJ Car of the Year competition to compete
for honours in the country's premier motoring event. The
winner of the 2012 WesBank/SAGMJ Car the Year will be
revealed in March 2012.

The finalists are:
• Alfa Romeo Giulietta 1.4 125 kW MultiAir Distinctive
• Audi A6 3.0 T TDI Quattro S tronic
• Citroën DS4 THP 200 Sport
• Ford Focus 2.0 TDCI Trend Sedan Powershift
• Hyundai Elantra 1.8 GLS
• Kia Picanto 1.2 EX
• Mercedes-Benz SLK 350 BlueEfficiency
• Peugeot 5008 2.0 HDi Active Manual
• Suzuki Kizashi 2.4 SDLX Man
• Volkswagen Jetta 1.4 TSI 118 kW Highline
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Multitrade Distributors have extended their range of
machine tool accessories that they market after 
being appointed the distributors of Italian 

manufacturer D'ANDREA. The appointment is with immediate
effect and is as a result of negotiations at the recent 
EMO 2011.

D'ANDREA is a leading Italian company manufacturing
accessories for high precision machinery tools. The company's
head office is in Lainate, just outside of Milan, and the factory
is located in Castel Del Giudice, in Northern Italy in the Molise
region. 

The company manufactures the TA-CENTER, TA-TRONIC, 
U-TRONIC, U-COMAX and AUTORADIAL facing and boring heads;
the MODULHARD'ANDREA modular toolholder and boring 
system; the TOPRUN mono-block tool holder system with an
ideal balance for high speeds and the MONOd' program of
mono-block tool holders. The company also manufactures the
MONOforce, GRINTA and MCD' range of holders.

With the recent launch of the MCD' HSK-A63 modular tool
holders, D'Andrea entered into a sector that is continuously
expanding, that is the multi-task tool holder machine market.
MODULCUTD' is a modular system for tools and tool holders of
turning machines. They are extremely rigid, simple, and 
flexible, with all the components that require an internal
coolant supply. The range is complete with all those tool 
holders that allow the use of tools for internal, external, cutting
and threading of the various standard programs existing 
on the market.

D'ANDREA has been developing advanced technology 
solutions since 1951 and has been keeping pace with the
modern demands of the mechanical industry. The entire 
D'ANDREA production, engineering, manufacturing and 
sales procedures are in compliance with ISO 9001 
standards.

Multitrade Distributors: The company provides 
machining / production tooling requirements for the 
metalworking industry and are agents for international 
manufacturers Mitsubishi Materials cutting tools,  Arno Alu
inserts for aluminium machining, Ssangyong Ceramics ceramic
inserts, NT Tool Corp machining centre holders, Kintek shrink
fit chucks, toolholders for CNC lathes, turning tools, 
HSK holders and toolholders and milling cutters with indexable
inserts. Multitrade Distributors also distributes the Komet
Group range of modular tooling systems and metal cutting
tools.

For further information contact Multitrade Distributors on
TEL: 011 453 8034

Multitrade extend
range of machine tool

accessories after
being appointed

D'ANDREA
distributor
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South Africa's automotive industry will be here for
another decade, says National Association of
Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (Naamsa)

president and Volkswagen Group South Africa MD David
Powels in an Engineering News article. "But what we do in
this decade will determine if we are here for another
decade."

Global cost competitiveness remains problematic for
the local industry, especially in terms of labour and 
logistics.

This is not to say that South Africa has not already
improved as a vehicle production base, emphasises
Powels, but more needs to be done.

For example, four years ago, the local automotive 
industry's cost competitiveness was at an index level of
124, where 100 has been set as the standard achieved in
Western Europe. Today, the local industry stands at
between 108 and 110.

However, says Powels, "it means we are still 10% more
expensive than Western Europe, and that is before this
year's labour inflation of 9%, energy price increases of
25%-plus and general inflation of 6%, 7%".

The bad news is also that competitors such as India are
at a level of 84 on the cost competitiveness index, which
means it is 16% cheaper than South Africa. Thailand is at
92, Brazil at 102, Mexico at 89, Russia at 105, China at 
92 and Eastern Europe at 93.

Powels says numbers such as these show why the 
global automotive industry is no longer investing in
Western Europe.

In fact, whereas Western Europe produced 38.8% of all
vehicles in 1970, this dropped to 17.7% in 2010.
Production in North America declined from 32.7% to 15.6%
and in Japan from 18% to 12.4%. The rest of the world
picked up from 10.6% of all vehicles produced in 1970, to
54.3% in 2010.

However, how does 
South Africa emerge as a viable
competitor for this shift in
investment, especially as it is
so far away from the world's
largest new-vehicle markets,
namely China and the US?

"We have made progress,
but we have to make further
significant breakthroughs. How
do we do that?" Powels asks.

He describes government's
new support programme, the
Automotive Industry
Development Programme
(APDP), to be implemented in
2013, as a "very good, 
excellent foundation".

The APDP aims to drive up
local production volumes by,
for example, incentivising plant
production of 50 000 units a
year or more. It also aims to
drive up local parts content in
vehicles produced for the local
and export markets, currently
at an average of 55%, up from
35% in 2009.

By increasing local content,
vehicle manufacturers are less
vulnerable to currency 
movements, as well as fickle,
expensive logistics chains
bringing parts in from abroad.
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Decisive action required
to sustain South Africa's auto
competitiveness beyond 2020

Labour and logistics put a damper on auto competitiveness.

At the recent Johannesburg International Motor Show VWSA revealed the latest VW Beetle

The bad news is also that competitors such as India
are at a level of 84 on the cost competitiveness index,

which means it is 16% cheaper than South Africa
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However, local components are often still more 
costly than those imported from production hubs such 
as India.

The APDP provides "only the very basics that we need",
says Powels.

"We, as an industry,
need to improve our cost
competitiveness by
another 20% over the
next ten years - we need
to drop costs by 20% - to
ensure our long-term
viability."

And, adds Powels,
giving up is simply not
an option.

Industry in cost talks
with Eskom, Transnet

One of the ways 
the South African 
automotive industry 
can increase its 
competitiveness is "to
take costs out of the
supply chain", says
Powels.

He says it is not
about the price of 
components, or the
price Transnet is 
charging - it is about
finding ways to cut costs
out of the system. "We
must all address these
costs together."

Powels says Naamsa
is "actively involved [at]
board level" with
Transnet on lowering
logistics costs. "We have
several points on the
agenda."

Naamsa does not
have the same level of
contact with Eskom,
says Powels, and 
therefore "only appeals"
to the energy provider:
South Africa will not
grow industrialisation
levels unless Eskom
develops a different
approach to electricity
supply.

Eskom has been
ramping up electricity
prices since April 1,
2008, with increases to
date compounding to an
average 260% jump.

"A massive percentage" of the costs at vehicle glass 
producers and foundries are energy related explains Powels.
"Eskom may be well advised to give them preferential 
tariffs to shield them from the general tariff increases."

“We, as an industry, need to improve our cost competitiveness
by another 20% over the next ten years - we need to drop costs

by 20% - to ensure our long-term viability.”
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The Department of Trade and Industry is looking to 
designate specific vehicles, starting with buses, for
procurement by state agencies to raise domestic 

production and employment. This was stated by the 
departmental minister Rob Davies, speaking at the official
opening of the Johannesburg International Motor Show at
Expo Centre, Nasrec, in October.

Davies reiterated that the designation of products 
is part of a government plan to leverage sales of 
locally-manufactured goods by state agencies. The new
preferential procurement regulations will come into effect
on December 7, 2011.

He said that in terms of the motor industry the first step
would be to designate buses and he added that other 
categories of vehicles could be designated in the future.

"The South African automotive industry - manufacturing
and retail - contributes at least 6% to the country's 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the sector's exports
constitute almost 12% of total exports," explained 
Minister Davies.

He continued by saying that this strong industry 
position had been made possible by support from 
government, mainly under the Motor Industry Development
Programme (MIDP), which would be replaced at the 
beginning of 2013 by the new Automotive Production and
Development Programme (APDP) .

Investment under the MIDP in 2011 totalled R4 billion
and the cumulative investment under this scheme since
2000 was R32 billion.

An estimated 90 000 people are currently employed
directly in automotive manufacturing - vehicles and 
components - despite 20 000 jobs having been lost due to
the economic downturn of 2008, while a further 200 000
are employed in the retail and aftermarket sectors, said the
DTI Minister.

The key objectives of the new APDP includes stimulating
expansion of the automotive manufacturing industry to 
produce 1,2 million vehicles per annum by 2020, 
with the associated deepening of the component industry
and to make a positive contribution to the balance of 
trade.

According to the minister South Africa was largely
immune to the recent global economic crisis which resulted
in the collapse of vehicle sales and big job losses in certain
countries; the existence of some of the major international
automotive producers was even threatened.

Speaking at the same function the President of the
National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of 
South Africa (NAAMSA), David Powels, who is also 
President and CEO of the Volkswagen Group in SA, said
that the 2011 Johannesburg International Motor Show was
taking place during an immensely challenging time in the
global economy and it would be naïve to believe that 
South Africa is distanced from the global economic 
woes.

"On a retail level the challenge is to ensure ongoing
dealer viability while satisfying ever increasing customer
service expectations," said Powels.

"From a manufacturing perspective the challenge is to
continue to provide a range of products that meets the
expectations of a rapidly changing world where operating
efficiency, driven by a massive increase in the price of
energy and concern for the environment, are impacting 
to accelerate the adoption of new automotive 
technologies.

"The Johannesburg Motor Show, which takes the form
this year of an automotive lifestyle event, offers the 
South African consumer a unique insight into the 
automotive future with many of our exhibitors taking the
opportunity to showcase new technologies that are either
production ready or at an advanced stage of development,"
continued the president of NAAMSA.

He added that the South African motor industry will
illustrate to the world the way in which it has restructured
and aligned itself to the complex challenges facing the
global motor industry around the world.                         

"The South African motor Industry is also emerging out
of an extremely tough business environment in which it has
been forced to re-examine the prevalent business model to
ensure global competitiveness in the years ahead. Together
with our partners in the component industry, major focus
has been placed upon localisation of component 
manufacture. 

"Significant investment on the part of the of the 
supplier industry has resulted in a much leaner, 
technologically capable and skilled component industry
enabling the local automotive manufacturers to target key
strategic global markets, resulting in a dramatic increase in
exports of South African manufactured vehicles, to the
extent that export volumes for 2011 are forecast to reach 
a record of about 300 000 vehicles. 

"We are working closely with the Government to ensure
that the new Automotive Production and Development
Programme (APDP) which starts is 2013, takes the 
industry to new levels in the years ahead," stressed 
Powels.

"The South African motor industry remains one of the
most competitive in the world. It is intensely competitive
and demanding with over 1 300 models and 61 marques
competing for what is, in global terms, a relatively small
market. The South African consumer justifiably demands
an outstanding product and, equally, the highest levels of
after sales service.

"The motor show will be used not only to showcas
competitiveness but also to launch new products, 
technologies and services to a demanding, but highly
involved consumer. The outlook for the South African
domestic market remains relatively positive with steady
growth being forecast in the medium term," concluded the
NAAMSA President.

Department of Trade and Industry 
looks to boost South African

motor industry





The Southern African Institute of Welding (SAIW) has
announced the winners of its prestigious annual awards
and SAIW executive director, Jim Guild, says they reflect

the significant contributions made to the welding industry by
both the youth and the more experienced. 

"Obviously there are experienced people whose 
contributions to both the Institute and the industry at large are
immeasurable, but we must not forget the youth whose 
contributions are also significant," says Guild.

The awards were made at the SAIW annual dinner, which
was held on August 19, 2011 at the Gold Reef City Convention
Centre.

Representing the 'more experienced' was Robotic Systems
SA founder and CEO, Terry Rosenberg who won the SAIW's 
highest award, the Gold Medal, in recognition of his outstanding
contributions to both welding technology and the Institute.

"In just over twenty years Terry has built his company into
the leading robotic welding systems supplier in South Africa.
Today Robotic Systems SA, which has installed close to 
2000 robotic welding systems, is the South African benchmark
for this highly specialised field," says Guild.

Rosenberg started his working career as an apprentice
motor mechanic and in the mid-1960s joined a well-known
welding supply company. In 1983 he sold this company's first
Motoman Welding Robot. In 1986 he joined GEC and set up
the GEC Robotic Welding Division and in 1989 he left GEC to
start Robotic Systems S.A.

"Terry Rosenberg is undoubtedly South Africa's doyen of
robotic welding and his incomparable achievements in 
promoting and developing this technology in Southern Africa
combined with his outstanding contribution to the Institute
itself since he became a member in 1979, make him a worthy
winner of our 
highest award," 
says Guild.

Rosenberg says
he was deeply 
honoured to have
received this 
recognition from 
the SAIW.

"This institute is
highly respected in
the welding industry,
not only in South
Africa, but 
throughout the
world, for the work it
has done in welder
training, company
certification and
generally as the 
custodian of 
standards in the
industry and I am
grateful and 
honoured that my
50 years of service

to the industry has been recognised by it," he said.
Chris Van Zijl was awarded the Young Welder of the Year

award and Houston Isaacs the runner-up prize. Both are 
currently in training for the WorldSkills competition which is
being held in London in October. Van Zijl will be representing
South Africa in the welding competition while Isaacs is 
non-travelling reserve.

The Phil Santilhano Award for the best student on the
Institute's flagship courses in Welding Supervision and
Inspection was, for the first time, shared by two students,
Khangisile Bridget Nkosi and Jocelle Cheri Remy.

The final award was made to three industry stalwarts,
Danie Olivier, Willie Rankin and Tom Rice, who were made
Honorary Life Members of the SAIW. 

Terry Rosenberg
Mention 'Robotic Welding' and the name Terry Rosenberg

comes immediately to mind. Almost single-handedly he has
developed this specialised industry in South Africa and, recently,
for his contribution, to both the welding industry as a whole and
the SAIW, he was awarded the Institute's Gold Medal for 2011.

Born in 1946 in Rosebank, Johannesburg, Rosenberg was
schooled at Huguenot High School in Wellington, Western Cape
where he completed his schooling in 1962. "After school I did
an apprenticeship at BMC and then worked at Rob Motors in
their 'Parts' department before going into the army. I didn't 
really have any direction in terms of a career but things
changed quickly after my days in uniform," Terry says.

The change came in 1964 when he was asked by Arc
Engineering in Cape Town to work for them. "They were one of
the 'big three' back then, along with Fed Gas and Afrox and I
ended up working for them for almost 30 years."

From the 
beginning Terry was
put through the mill
working in almost
every department.
"After a 
comprehensive 
training I was sent to
Port Elizabeth as a
welding rep and on to
East London to 
manage the Eastern
Cape border branch.
This was my first
management 
position and it lasted
for more than 
10 years."

Soon after he
was transferred to
head office in
Johannesburg, where
he worked in the
technical sales
department. Arc
Engineering was sold
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Terry Rosenberg awarded the
SAIW's highest award, the Gold Medal

Robotic Systems SA founder and CEO Terry Rosenberg receiving his award 
from the SAIW President Prof Madeleine du Toit
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to Barlows and, although he didn't know it at the time, this deal
was going to change Terry's life rather drastically!

"I was sent to the U.S to meet with Hobart, one of our 
welding principals, and it just so happened that they were, at
the time, concluding negotiations to become Yaskawa
MOTOMAN's distributor in the U.S.

"I was invited to dinner with the Hobart people one evening
and the Yaskawa MOTOMAN Japanese representatives were
there at dinner as well. I got chatting to them and, well, the rest
is history," Terry says.

And what a history! About a year later one of Arc's clients
saw a welding robot in America at a show and said he wanted
one. The company wasn't
keen on becoming involved
but Terry convinced them
robotics was an important
future niche. So they 
quoted the client, and
brought in the welding
robot.

"We knew nothing
about the machine. We
read the manual, made
some adjustments to the
machine and delivered."
Thus was born robotic
welding in South Africa.

In the meantime, 
however, Barlows had sold
Arc Welding to a division of
GEC and Terry continued
working for them and
learning about the robotics
industry.

"They never really saw
the potential and robotics
remained a peripheral
activity in GEC's Arc," Terry
says. "But I was convinced
and in 1992 I bit the bullet
and went out on my own."

Financially Terry had
nothing but his house and
was brave enough to put it
up as collateral for the
banks when he opened
Robotic Systems S.A.'s first
back account.

"I may have had no
money but I had burning
ambition and plenty of
encouragement, especially
from my wife Marie who
kept on reminding me that
I had to do it. 'What's the
worst that can happen if it
fails? Having to find a new
job, that's all,' she kept on
saying. But she didn't know
about the house," says
Terry with a broad grin.

"Actually I was lucky
that none of the big players
saw robotic welding as
their core business but, for
me, it was. This gave me
the edge. I negotiated

excellent terms with MOTOMAN and many of my early clients
paid me upfront. This gave me the cash flow to not only survive
but to grow the business," says Terry.

The rest of the story is well known to the South African
welding industry. Terry is the doyen of the robotic welding
industry and Robotic Systems S.A. is a significant South African
success story.

"The secret to my success was that I believed in what 
I was doing, worked long and hard and still do. I have 
outstanding work colleagues, Don, Dave and Colin, and 
a world class product from Yaskawa Japan," concluded 
Terry.



South Africa's tooling manufacturing
industry on the mend, but still not competitive

enough to meet growing demand

Speaking at the opening of this year's Afrimold
Conference and Exhibition, which took place at the
Sandton Convention Centre in September, 

Johan van der Merwe, Acting DG of the Gauteng 
Department for Economic Development, said that less than
20 per cent of tools currently used in South Africa are 
manufactured locally. Van der Merwe also lamented the fact
that the average trained toolmaker in South Africa is now 
54 years of age, which is a point of concern for the 
industry's future. However, he added: "We have made great
strides in bringing young blood into the tooling industry. 
The demand for tooling is proportional to GDP, and as our
economy continues to grow, so will demand. Tool making 
creates quality jobs that are sustainable in the long-term. In
fact, for every R100 million worth of tooling manufacturing in
South Africa, an additional 400 jobs are created."

The National Tooling Initiative Programme's (NTIP) CEO,
Dirk van Dyk, agreed with van der Merwe's sentiments 
during his presentation, which saw him addressing the 
strategy for applying the R120 million budget support for the
NTIP programme, which was announced by finance minister
Pravin Gordhan during his recent budget speech. 

"South Africa has lost more than 80 per cent of local
capacity since the mid-80's, which we have had to relinquish
back to the EU and Asia," commented van Dyk. And the gap
continues to widen, with demand for tooling having doubled
in South Africa since 2005. According to van Dyk, this is
mainly due to the growth of the automotive sector in 
South Africa, as well as the packaging sector. 

"We are virtually guaranteed to claw back this loss in 
market share if we can improve quality, timeliness and 
correct our costings," added van Dyk. "The manufacturing
sector is the second biggest contributor to GDP in 
South Africa, and it is our aim to work with the government
to regain some of what we've lost. We do not want to find
ourselves in the position of becoming a country that 
outsources its requirements." 

Yet both van Dyk and van der Merwe talked about the
huge strides the manufacturing industry had already made
as a result of the financial support the DTI and Department
of Economic Development has provided to TASA via its 
public private partnership, the National Tooling Initiative
(NTI). 

"One of the main reasons for the losses South Africa's
manufacturing industry has had to endure is skills erosion,"
explained van Dyk. "Yet we are already beginning to see a
large turnaround in this with the development of a skills

model that encompasses not only basic skills, but core and
advanced skills too."

In South Africa, more than 28 per cent of tool room
labour is unskilled. In Germany, this same figure is 
0 per cent. "Too often, we hear people say that old 
equipment is to blame for lack of delivery," said van Dyk.
"But the real issue is that the equipment we do have is not
used efficiently. The money for upgrades and new machinery
will come as a result of successful tool rooms. Tooling 
manufacture is technology driven, so skills are 
imperative. We often see huge damage being done by
unskilled labour - both in terms of productivity and hours
lost."

Yet the NTI's skills programme, the TDM Powered
Programme, seeks to directly address this critical skills 
shortage and is one of the industry's big successes over the
last two years. "We plan to push 3600 students through the
TDM Powered Programme by 2015, and are well on our way
to achieving this," said van Dyk. 

In fact, of the 175 students that enrolled in this year's
foundation building phase, 142 passed the exam set by the
US Institute for Metalworking. 32 of the students dropped
out of the programme, and only one failed the exam. This 80
per cent retention rate is the highest of all local 
manufacturing industry courses. Yet the pass rate alone is
not the only impressive result. The student's maths scores
improved from an average of 54 to 76, while their science
scores almost doubled from 31 to 61. "We have found that
using high quality teachers is the most important attribute to
the successful completion of this course," explained 
van Dyk. 
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In South Africa, more than 28 per cent of tool room labour is unskilled. In
Germany, this same figure is 0 per cent. "Too often, we hear people say that old
equipment is to blame for lack of delivery," said van Dyk. "But the real issue is

that the equipment we do have is not used efficiently."





Spanish conventional and 
CNC universal turning
machines and horizontal lathe

manufacturer Pinacho has 
appointed WD Hearn as its sole
South African agent.

Pinacho was founded in 1946
by Mr. Antonio Pinacho, who 
gave rise to the creation and the
development of the Pinacho lathe.
The conventional Pinacho lathes
were technologically advanced 
for their time and quickly became 
a quality product. 

The continuous updating of the design of machines
has made possible the achievement of a high technological
level and the creation of an internationally acknowledged
image of quality and competitiveness, with a relevant 
position as a European manufacturer of conventional and
CNC lathes. 

The product range is very wide; covering centre heights

from 165 to 500 millimetres, 
centre distances from 
750 to 5,000 millimetres and
motor powers from 3 to 
22 Kilowatts.

The continuous updating of 
the design of machines has made
possible the achievement of a 
high technological level and the 
creation of an internationally
acknowledged image of quality 
and competitiveness, with a 

relevant position as a European 
manufacturer of conventional and 

CNC lathes. 
The product range is very wide; 

covering centre heights from 165 to 500 millimetres, 
centre distances from 750 to 5,000 millimetres and motor
powers from 3 to 22 Kilowatts.

For further details contact WD Hearn on 
TEL: 021 534 5351
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WD Hearn
appointed sole Pinacho agents
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SHOPFRONT   FOCUS

This is certainly the case of Guestro Casting and
Machining, a foundry that still operates from the same
facility in Benoni South, Gauteng, as did the founding

company African Malleable Foundry. The company has seen
a number of name changes and amalgamations since its
inception in 1947.

What is surprising is that Guestro Casting and Machining
is one of the few remaining manufacturing operations that
have survived in the stable of Dorbyl Ltd, the JSE quoted
industrial group. The Group was involved in heavy 
engineering, shipping, trading, building, transport, 
automotive components (Dorbyl Automotive Technologies 
- DAT) and Guestro was part of the DAT grouping. The major
activity of this Group was the supply of components to the
automotive motor industry (both original equipment and
aftermarket), locally and offshore.

However the unbundling of the Group up until 2006 saw
13 local divisions of DAT sold off as well as its US company
Alpine Engineered Products in 1998.

Guestro Casting and Machining's history
Although not complete, the following gives an 

abbreviated account of the company's history.
African Malleable Foundries (AMF) was originally 

established by Associated Electrical Industries, a company
within the British based group First Electric. The company
was set up to supply grey iron electric motor housings back

to First Electric/Associated Electrical Industries back in 
the UK. However the company's key product line was 
subsequently to become branded galvanized pipe fittings. 

Because of the company's involvement in this area it was
instrumental in setting up The Hot Dip Galvanising
Association of Southern Africa (HDGASA) in 1965. Steve
Pienaar of AMF and Walter Barnett of Rietfontein and Isando
General Galvanizers established the HDGASA primarily to
provide a forum for wage negotiations and other legislative
matters, as well as the procurement of zinc, which was not
produced at that time in South Africa. 

The first name change of the company took place in the
mid 1970's when another British Group - Stewarts and
Lloyds - purchased the company.

"I joined the Stewarts and Lloyds Group as General Manager,
responsible for the Group's TPD foundry in Vereeniging, in
1975", said 'Tubby' Boynton-Lee who was later to become
the MD of the Stewarts and Lloyds Foundry Division.

"I was appointed Managing Director of Stewarts and
Lloyds Foundry Division in 1976, the Group having previously
purchased AMF, J & C Malleable Foundry and the RMC foundry.

"My first task was to oversee the amalgamation of these
three foundries, including merging the two Stewarts and
Lloyds foundries TPD and VOSA Foundry. My second task
was then to implement a modernisation programme at the
foundry" continued 'Tubby'.

"I initially shut down TPD and consolidated it into the
VOSA Foundry, which was located in Lincoln Road, Benoni
South opposite the AMF facility. RMC had already been 
consolidated into AMF by my predecessor, Jack Howarth. 

Guestro Casting and Machining
looking to the future

Any foundry that has origins dating back to the 1940's and is still operating
under the same company name is a rare occurrence in the South African

foundry industry. In fact there must be less than a handful of those
companies around and I struggle to list them.

The 12 ton GF Auto Pour
being pre-heated

Moulds on the
GF horizontal moulding line

General Manager Dalmari Mc Queen











The VOSA foundry was subsequently moved across the road
to the AMF site."

"These five foundries formed the Stewarts and Lloyds
Foundry Group, hence the name change to SALCAST"
explained 'Tubby'.

"J&C stands for James and Courtney, two British 
entrepreneurs who started the company. The late Terry Ryan,
who subsequently joined Thomas Foundries and later started
Thomas Abrasives, was the maintenance engineer of J&C at
the time."

"J&C, a foundry almost as large as AMF, was located in
Boksburg, and produced most of the Eskom and South African
Railways (Transnet) overhead power line galvanised insulator
caps, as well as the bulk of their overhead  line hardware 
fittings. It also produced grey iron rail chairs for the S.A.R."

"TPD was the Technical Products Division foundry, 
located on the site of Stewarts and Lloyds Tubemakers in
Vereeniging, supplying, amongst others, the grey casings for
the Climax / S and Lloyds windmills, as well as ductile iron
SALVIC clamps."

"Roodepoort Malleable Castings (RMC) was a malleable
iron foundry located in Krugersdorp, owned by Nino Corte, an
entrepreneur in those times. Their primary product was also
galvanised malleable iron pipe fittings."

"VOSA was manufacturing grey iron castings such as
valve components for Valve Makers of South Africa, originally
a British Company, Blakeborough Valves. VOSA was owned by
Stewarts and Lloyds."

"The five individual foundries together employed some 
3 000 employees."

"The original AMF and J&C foundries produced malleable
iron castings on three foundry lines in each foundry, each
line having four pairs of CT 1 machines. One of the J&C lines
produced grey iron rail chairs for the South African Railways
(Transnet). All melting was by cupola furnaces."

"The malleable iron products at AMF included 400 tons a
month of galvanized pipe fittings."

"Salcast was established to supply three grades of metal
(malleable, ductile and grey iron) at the same time. This
enabled the new foundry to significantly penetrate the 
automotive industry, supplying castings in both grey and 
ductile iron. The melt plant was capable of supplying - and
did! - up to 300 tons of metal a day to the George Fisher
automatic moulding line, which was installed in 1979, the
remaining AMF CT1 moulding line and the flexible ex VOSA
CT3 moulding line. 

"Melting was via 3 x 16 ton, 4000kw mains frequency
induction furnaces, duplexing through a 60 ton channel 
furnace, and a 40 ton short coil induction furnace, making it
possible to deliver three grades of metal at the same time.
The channel furnace only supplied malleable, the shortcoil
furnace either grey iron or ductile iron, depending on the
demand of the automatic moulding line. It was capable of
being drained between shifts, and having the grade changed.
When three grades were called for, one of the melter's 

The floor moulding section is for the production of castings 
below two kilograms and above 100 kilograms. In a new 

development in this area, the foundry has just poured a nine ton
casting which is currently being analysed. Previously the 

biggest casting was 450kg. The company is exploring 
opportunities in this field for future business

Pre planning is big part of the company's new 
cost saving drive. Here you see cores ready for use
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supplied the semi jobbing, 
ex Vosa grey iron line, which 
operated on roller tracks to 
provide the flexibility called for."

"During the commissioning
period, I established an 
artisan training facility on the
vacant J&C site, because of the
shortage of skilled personnel
that the industry was 
experiencing. The tremendous
increase in the gold price in the
early 80's resulted in artisans
being in great demand, mainly
because Escom and the Railways
had expansion projects, and
were even offering housing to
attract artisans".

"I left the Group in 1985
after 10 years as MD, having
been instrumental for the modernisation and consolidation
exercise." 

The Dorbyl era
Dorbyl Ltd acquired Salcast in 1985 and was positioned 

within the Dorbyl Automotive Technologies (DAT) division. By
this time the main focus of the foundry was to supply 
automotive castings both for OEMs and the aftermarket, as
well as the companies within the DAT division. This included
the passenger car market light and heavy commercial 
vehicle markets including trailers.

"An export programme
was started in 1998 as a
necessity for survival" said
Chris Collins, Salcast's GM
at the time. "With the local
economy at a low ebb,
automotive sales down and
a potential volume of some
35 000 tons of product a
year to sell, it was critical 
to gain access to 
higher-volume markets."

The company had, for
the previous 15 years,
focused on the automotive
industry locally, and had
been particularly 
successful in producing
safety-critical 
components and heavy

commercial-vehicle axle assembly parts.
During this period Dorbyl had acquired the machining

companies CPI and Italian Engineering. They were 
subsequently merged with Salcast into an integrated casting
and machining operation in Benoni in 2003.

At its height the DAT division employed in the region of
22 000 people but is now down to approximately 
280 employed at Salcast.

Despite the ups and downs of the automotive industry,
as well as the unbundling of the Dorbyl Group, the foundry 
continued to operate. 

The company has also completed a PLC upgrade whereby
it now has a controlled system logging all movements,

machine setting changes and pouring information which provides
the data enabling management to make informed decisions





The foundry also saw a name change
take place and in 2003 it was
renamed Guestro Casting and
Machining.

New era - Extraction from the 
passenger car market and exploring
new markets

For the last couple of years
Guestro Casting and Machining has
been what the company describes as
"extracting itself from unviable 
automotive (car) operations and 
concentrating on the truck and 
trailer market."

"This has been part of the first
phase of a strategy where we are
starting the rebuilding of Guestro
Casting and Machining" says Roland
Röhrs, the CEO responsible for
Guestro Casting and Machining.

"We have looked at all the costs,
efficiencies and procedures of the
foundry and are now in a position to
expand to a R 400 million a year
foundry with the current installed
capacity. These expansions will 
virtually treble our current turnover
and take three years to complete."

"We have also installed a young
and vibrant management team with 
a will to win that is headed up by
Dalmari McQueen as General
Manager." 

"In the second phase we plan to
double the site output in the next 
10 years by adding new operations
and equipment" continued Röhrs.

"One of the critical areas for us in our current situation
was to evaluate at what point the company starts to be 
competitive and make money. The heart beat of the foundry
is to get the technical and financial centres to work as a 
co-ordinated team" said Dalmari.

"When we disposed of our Disa moulding line a few years
ago we should have, in reality, not tried to continue 
manufacturing the same mix of castings on our GF line even
though we had the capacity. Our business is about getting
castings out the door as efficiently and effective as possible
and certain products are suitable for one type of line but not

the other.  I am referring to our 
GF moulding line which takes up the
majority of our current melt 
production" continued Dalmari. 

"We have now developed a 
costing model which takes into
account the foundry constraints.
This, coupled with the technical
improvements enables us to now be
able to drive forward with improved
yields and bottom lines."

"Stand still time on the production
line is lost revenue. It is like the 
airline companies. The more time
their planes spend on the tarmac the
more money they are losing."

"Three years ago our production
was at 60 boxes an hour but today
we are averaging 100 boxes an hour
with certain products running at 
140 per hour. We have the melt
capacity so there is no reason why
we should not achieve these targets."

"At the same time it is no good
flying the plane if it is half empty. 
The same works for us and we have
found that on our moulding line the
break even point is 40 kilogram
saleable box weight. A simple graph
has been developed with the
saleable weight on the X axis and the
costs on the Y axis which is 
constantly used to assess the 
viability of products. The same graph
is used in training sessions to explain
the need to drive costs down."

"We are also now optimising the
use of our boxes and have 

introduced measures where pre planning of positioning and
orientation, stacking and combination boxes are all elements
of reducing costs and improving yields. Other cost saving
projects, such as increased line speed and pouring more
consistently and faster, are all helping towards the reduction
in operational costs. We have reduced the costs on our
scrap input side whereby we now source more directly. We
have also purchased a billeting machine so that the input to
the furnaces is optimised."

"We have completed a PLC upgrade whereby we now
have a controlled system logging all movements, machine
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A hub being machined on a 
Doosan Infracore CNC machining centre

Hub patterns in the patternshop

The company has recently installed a 
Bruker Q8 Magellan spectrograph

A brake drum being machined on a 
Quaser machining centre in the machine shop 





setting changes and pouring
information which provides
the data enabling 
management to make
informed decisions." 

"These operational cost
reduction projects are part 
of the continual improvement
process but we do not 
compromise on quality.
Attention to detail on mould 
preparation, pattern and 
bolster maintenance are part
of our lives at Guestro which
has reduced the scrap rates
and saves on costs."

Capabilities
The foundry has four 

16 ton and two 12 ton BBC
mains frequency furnaces
and currently only 10 MVA a
month is used although the
installed power is 60 MVA.

The majority of castings
are manufactured on the 
GF horizontal moulding
machine which has a box size
800 x 600 x 400mm and a
12 ton GF Auto Pour. The
castings manufactured on
this line range between two and 100 kilograms.

The floor moulding section is for the production of 
castings below two kilograms and above 100 kilograms. In a
new development in this area, the foundry has just poured a
nine ton casting which is currently being analysed. Previously
the biggest casting was 450kg. The company is exploring
opportunities in this field for future business.

Materials cast are Grey iron, SG  and ADI. SG is produced
by the GF convertor method and tonnage is up to 2500 tons
a month. The intention is to double this output.

Presently the company is manufacturing castings for 
Bell Equipment, Hendred Fruehuaf, Mercedes Benz, Atlantis
Foundries, Eaton, Dana Spicer, Caterpillar and BPW. 

Guestro Casting and Machining is one of only three
foundries in the world to be certified by BPW Germany to
manufacture hubs for BPW. This contract involves casting
and machining and on average between 800 and 1000 hubs

are produced every month.   
Although the majority of the castings manufactured are

for commercial automotive use, the company does also 
manufacture castings for mining, military, railways, earth
moving and general engineering clients and it is in these
areas that they are looking for opportunities. 

The company also employs the Magma simulation 
software and can provide complete analysis of the testing
and chemical composition of the castings it manufactures. 
It is also ISO 9001:2008 certified.

In the machining section the company has 14 CNC 
turning centres, five CNC Milling/Drilling centres, which are
mainly used for machining the hubs and drums, and several
smaller machines which are used for various other 
components. New machines are currently being investigated
on a lease rather than buy scheme to boost output.

The machine shop also has two CMM machines for
measuring the dimensional accuracy of components.

The future
"Our strategy is to broaden the customer base and product

range as well as being capable of manufacturing small and
large parts economically.  This not only includes the current
metal but also the white irons and steels" said Dalmari.

"It is a continuous process to stay competitive within the
foundry and the base has been set at Guestro. This includes
the reduction in electricity, material and production costs
and optimising and improving our capabilities."

"In the next three years we are planning to double output
and this will be done by the improvements in operational
procedures that we have already put in place, those that we
will be implementing and, actively seeking new business. In
the next 10 years substantial capital investment will be
required to complete the next strategic phase." 

For further details contact Guestro Casting and
Machining on TEL: 011 845 1546
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Quality is vital when delivering to clients. 
Here you see a BPW Germany hub 

being measured on a DEA CMM machine

Fully machined 
BPW Germany hub

BPW Germany hubs 
in the fettling department 

Guestro Casting and Machining have reduced the costs 
on their scrap input side whereby they now source more directly.

They have also purchased a billeting machine so that 
the input to the furnaces is optimised
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Boksburg, Gauteng based Rely IntraCast has recently
had the first of three new wax injection presses it has
ordered installed in its wax pattern manufacturing

facility.
"The installation is significant for a number of reasons"

said Mark Hughes, MD of Rely IntraCast, a company within
the Pamodzi Industrials (Pty) Limited stable, which includes
Unique Engineering and Walro Flex.

"The new press is a 50 ton press which was designed in
the UK originally but is now being manufactured by
Modtech in India. As far as we are aware it is the first time
that such a large wax injection press has been installed in
South Africa. What it means is that we are the only 
investment foundry in South Africa that will be able to 
manufacture castings between 40 and 60 kilogram nett
weight. Mould sizes are up to 50 kilograms. This will give
us a significant advantage in the market place and fits into
our new strategy of providing solutions rather than just
being another foundry that can do castings."

"The reason we can now cope with such relatively heavy

castings is that we have incorporated a robot into the 
production line. We installed our first robot about 15 years
ago and believe fully in using the production capacity of a
robot. In this case it is not physically and economically
viable to use human labour when handling such heavy
castings and this is where the robot takes over" explained
Hughes. 

"Two other new 20 ton presses are also on order and
will be operational by the end of the year. This will take us
up to the 10 press mark, ranging from 12 ton to 50 and
giving us the capacity to manufacture castings from a few
grams up to 60 kilograms."

"We have also increased our melting capacity by 
purchasing two 100 kilogram furnaces."

This capital expenditure is the first in an investment
phase that will see the foundry purchase more shotblasting
and fettling equipment, fully automatic overhead gantry
handling and conveyor systems, as well as installing a new
dust extraction unit.

However the expenditure is not just related to 
equipment. Existing factory facilities have been redesigned,
expanded and refurbished so as to allow the wax, dipping
and melting facilities to operate as separate and
autonomous units. The company is also readying itself 
to add more floor space to accommodate other expansion
plans.

Rely IntraCast starts growth phase
with commissioning of 50 ton

wax injection press that can process
castings up to 60 kilograms

Rely IntraCast, one of only four investment casting foundries in South Africa, 
has begun a restructuring and expansion phase that will see the company more

than double throughput in the foundry. The business specialises in
precision casting in most commercially available alloys, including all grades of

stainless steel, nickel- and copper-based alloys and nonferrous alloys.

Mark Hughes, MD of Rely IntraCast

The new 50 ton press that will give Rely IntraCast 
the capability to manufacture castings between 

40 and 60 kilogram nett weight
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Staff growth
"These 

expansion plans,
coupled with the
increase in the 
volume of orders
that the company is
experiencing at the
moment has seen
the staff compliment
increase by more
than 60 % and we
are looking to
recruit more staff
at the moment"
Hughes said 
proudly.

"Last year this
time we only
employed 120 staff
but this has risen to
200 and it has
been over the
whole spectrum of
the company. 
For example we now have five metallurgists in the company
and have also created a position for a methods engineer."

"While we have not had much production in the last
couple of weeks because of the strike action, we do believe
that these expansion plans will put us in a position to cope
with the increase in orders that we have recently 

experienced and
the future orders
that we are 
anticipating" 
continued Hughes.

Solution solving
The company

has also embarked
on a strategy to
provide casting
solutions to current
methods of 
manufacturing.
Technical Manager
Carlos Palinhos,
who has been with
the company for 
18 years, explains:
"There are a 
number of 
examples that I can
give you but let me
explain. Rely
IntraCast uses the

high-definition investment casting process, also referred to
as lost wax casting, where high-quality tooling is used to
produce fault-free polymer waxes, which are the patterns
for forming ceramic moulds for producing net or 
near-net-shape castings in a wide range of metals, from
volumes of one to 100 000."

"In our business it is a matter of educating the potential clients. A big advantage
is that we can cast over 200 alloy types but it is the time factor - machining and time

to market - that is the biggest cost saving to companies. We can produce 
near-net-shape castings at a fraction of the cost of machining solids, for example"
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"In our business it is a matter of educating the potential
clients. A big advantage is that we can cast over 200 alloy
types but it is the time factor - machining and time to 
market - that is the biggest cost saving to companies. We
can produce near-net-shape castings at a fraction of the
cost of machining solids, for example. It is this area that 
we continually work on and have put a greater emphasis 
on because those companies that are already using 
investment castings do not need to be converted" 
explains Carlos.

"A recent case in point was a client who importing his
component from the US. He is involved in the glass 
manufacturing industry and the component requires
threading and small holes. The material used is very hard
and machining, tapping and spark eroding of the small

holes was required which are all time consuming 
operations. Once these operations were completed the
component still had to go for heat treatment. We convinced
him that we could cast the component in one and the end
result is that he is now saving 30 % on each component."

"The technology of providing for threading and small
holes on components when using the investment process
has been around for a long time. However it is a challenge
to design the moulds and perform the casting methods so
that the components attain the accuracy that is required.
Coupled with the company's experience in this area and
applying the technology correctly we are now achieving very
satisfactory results for clients."

"Another example is a client who was having a simple
bracket laser cut and then welded. Now he gets the 
bracket from us as cast with no machining or further 
operations required."
"It is also in the area of materials that we are achieving

great results.
Because of the
process involved in
investment casting
which allows for the
production of 
components with
accuracy, 
repeatability, 
versatility and
integrity in a variety
of metals and 
high-performance
alloys we can easily
convert a client from
using one type of

The company has three robots.
Here you see one operating in the dipping section
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material to another type, that will
result in huge savings for him, 
without compromising the 
specifications of the component."

"Now with the installation of the
50 ton press we have opened up a
new sector of industry that the 
company has not been involved in
before."

Although the company was first
established in 1953, it is actually the
newest of the investment casting
foundries in South Africa having been
formed by a merger between Rely
Investment Castings and Intracast in
2007.

The company specialises in the
manufacture of investment castings
to individual customer's requirements in
all air melted alloys including stainless
steels, speciality heat and wear
resistant alloys and non ferrous alloys.

The company supplies, among
others, the automotive, steel making,
mining, valve and pump, power 
generation, defence and glass making
industries with precision castings for
car door hinges, tap hole drills, hose
couplings, valve bodies, impellers,
boiler spacers, baffles and guide

plates to both local and international
markets. 

The company also offers rapid 
prototyping systems that create 
three-dimensional models by forming
cross sections of patterns, using data
from any computer-aided design (CAD)
system. The transition from CAD to a
physical model takes place in a 
matter of hours without tooling or
machining, costing about 10% of the
cost of manufacturing a prototype.

These models can then be used
for design evaluation or directly as
patterns for the casting of metal 
components. Using this technology,
Rely IntraCast also produces 
cast-to-form tooling with precise
investment casting.

Rely IntraCast's factory is
equipped with wax presses, dipping
robots, boiler claves, induction 
melting furnaces, heat treatment 
furnaces and metallurgical laboratory
equipment, besides others. 

The company boasts 
ISO 9001:2008 and TS16949:2009
quality management certification.

For further details contact 
Rely IntraCast on TEL: 011 914 1640.



Tougher metals, more advanced, severe metal
working processes and the ongoing drive by
machine shops to increase productivity and

reduce costs has seen the importance of cutting 
fluids rise up the agenda of metal working operators
in recent years.

Cutting fluids have three key functions to perform:
• Lubricating the chip/tool and tool/workpiece

contacts to reduce friction, helping to extend tool life
and improve the surface finish of the workpiece

• Cooling the workpiece and tool to dissipate
heat in the cutting zone, helping to prevent 
chip/tool welding and to improve dimensional 
accuracy

• Flushing and removing metal chips (swarf)
from the cutting zone 

However, with a multitude of factors including the
operating environment, machining application and
machined metal type all having an impact on a cutting fluid, 
no one cutting fluid can provide the lubrication, cooling and 
protection required in each and every operation.  As such, 
leading lubricant and metal working fluid providers such as
Mobil Industrial Lubricants have developed a range of fluids 
to meet many of the varied machining operations in machine
shops today.

There are two cutting fluid types:
Neat (straight)
Neat fluids are not mixed with water and are used in

machining operations such as tapping and threading of high
alloy steels, which are beyond the typical performance profile of
aqueous coolants.  Properly formulated products can improve
machining in high speed automated machining centres through
outstanding cutting performance, reduced tool wear and
enhanced surface finish.  Maintenance professionals should
seek products that:

• Are light coloured to allow clear visibility of the workpiece
• Have low misting characteristics to help workplace 

safety and product usage
• Are chlorine free to support environmental concerns,

while balancing with a high degree of lubricity and machining
performance

Aqueous (soluble / water miscible)
While neat cutting oils are provided in packs for immediate

use, aqueous cutting fluids are provided in a concentrate form
and must be diluted with water at the machine shop site before
use.  Optimum performance for these aqueous coolants
requires an ongoing partnership approach from both the 
lubricant supplier and machine shop operator to help maximise
productivity and reduce unscheduled downtime.  

Firstly, operators need to work with their lubricant supplier
to identify the most appropriate type of aqueous cutting fluid
for the operating conditions.  

There are three different types, all with different
performance characteristics:

• Milky or conventional cutting fluid - A cutting
fluid with a high oil content (60 - 75 percent) which
forms a milky looking emulsion on dilution with water

• Semi-synthetic cutting fluid - A cutting fluid
with a low to medium oil content (10-50 percent) that
when mixed with water forms a translucent emulsion
which you can see through

• Synthetic cutting fluid - Cutting fluids which
do not contain any oil (chemical solutions) and are
generally used for grinding

Secondly, different concentrations are required for
specific machining operations and metal type so it's
important that the correct concentration level is used.
Using the correct concentration is vital to the 
performance of the fluid and typically varies between
3 and 10 percent.  For example, if a recommended
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BETTER   PRODUCTION

Application expertise and proactive maintenance -
A cool approach to cutting fluids







concentration is 5 percent, then the fluid has been designed to
offer 100 percent protection and machining performance at
that level.  If the concentrate is just 1 percent outside of this
value there will be 20 percent more or less additive within the
working fluid.  Too high a concentration and there is the 
potential of issues such as skin irritation, foaming and filtration
problems to occur and too low can lead to severe problems
such as bacteria growth, corrosion and poor surface finish.

In addition, for machine tool applications, the mixing of 
different lubricating oils (slideway and hydraulic) and aqueous
fluids is unavoidable.  Using lubricants which are fully 
compatible with the aqueous cutting fluid is important to help
remove the build up of 'tramp oil'.  'Tramp oil' can compromise
the effectiveness of the coolant by shortening its effective life
and adversely altering cutting performance.  The use of high
quality, compatible metal working fluids should be used in 
conjunction with a regular programme of removing (skimming)
as much 'tramp oil' as possible to extend the life of the coolant
and avoid other potential performance and health and safety
issues.

Ongoing monitoring is key to maximising productivity
Once the correct type of coolant and operating 

concentration has been selected it is crucial to monitor the
condition of the fluid going forward.  Four parameters to 
monitor are fluid concentration, pH value, bacterial and fungi
count and dissolved salts concentration and hardness.  Fluid
concentration is the most important factor to monitor and
should be checked and recorded formally.  

During the lifetime of a coolant in service, the fluid 

concentration can change widely due to water evaporation from
heat generation during the cutting process and losses due to
highly pressured circulation.  Close monitoring is therefore
required on a daily basis with carefully measured counter
actions carried out to help control the fluid concentration.
Simply approximating the amount of water and concentrate to
balance the fluid can lead to problems such as lowering the pH
value of the fluid and increased bacterial activity, which will
result in shorter coolant life, lower quality products and
increased costs.

The following actions should be carried out on a daily or
weekly basis:

• Check the concentration of coolant with a refractometer
at the beginning of every day/shift

• Check pH value with pH meter or pH paper at the 
beginning of every day/shift

• Check diluting water and coolant hardness with water
hardness strips every week

• Remove as much tramp oil as possible every week after
the coolant has been static for one hour

• Always top up with diluted coolant, never with just water
• Keep good records of coolant progress using monitoring

charts.  Take timely corrective actions as required

Getting the most from your cutting fluids
Cutting fluids, especially water soluble coolants are 

sometimes seen as potential problem products due to the
amount of variables involved in formulating and monitoring the
product in use.  However, by following the suggestions provided
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above, businesses can help enhance overall efficiency and
maximise productivity.

For more information about ExxonMobil's range of 
metal working fluids or other Mobil-branded lubricants 

and services, please contact visit mobilindustrial.com 

Article written by Peter Bird, Industrial Marketing, 
ExxonMobil - Europe, Africa & Middle East
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Top tips to handling and monitoring water soluble coolants
Do:
• Add the concentrate to the water. Use freshly mixed

product only.
• Ensure sufficient and correctly positioned coolant

flow on the workpiece and tool without excessive pressure.
• Monitor and record coolant condition regularly and

take the necessary corrective measures in a timely manner.
This includes using a refractometer to monitor concentration
and a pH test to monitor the acidity/alkalinity of the prod-
uct.  pH levels should be kept in between 8.3 - 9.5.

• Keep systems clean by avoiding addition of 
contaminants, such as food, drinks, cigarettes, etc.

• Remove tramp oil frequently.
• Ensure that all leaks of hydraulic oil, gear oils and

other machine tool lubricants are attended to immediately.
• Keep coolant concentration at recommended level

allowing for slideway/ hydraulic oil contamination.
• Actively seek advice and training on coolant 

maintenance and control from your local lubricants supplier.
• Practice first in/first out inventory control to use the

freshest concentrates possible.

Don't:
• Use water from potentially infected sources, such as

fire hose, borehole, header tank, etc.
• Put clean coolant into dirty machines. Use a system

cleaner and follow the specified cleaning procedure 
carefully.

• Leave machines full of coolant standing idle for long
periods, particularly when contaminated with tramp oil.

• Use an aqueous metal working fluid beyond its
working life.

• Prepare diluted products in dirty or galvanized 
containers.

• Top up with water. Always use diluted emulsion.
• Eat, drink, or smoke near machine tools.
• Use concentrates that are beyond their rated 

shelf life.

Do's and Don'ts
provided by Peter Bird, Industrial Marketing,

Europe, Africa & Middle East,
ExxonMobil Lubricants and Specialties
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Every two years, Europe's most
important international
machine tool exhibition, EMO,

takes place. Italy hosted the event
in 2009, just after the international
financial meltdown, but two years
further on, Hannover was benefited
from more auspicious conditions.

With the world economy, and
particularly machine tool investment,
recovering after the financial crash
that started in 2007 - signalled in
the UK by Northern Rock's troubles
and culminating in Lehman Brothers'
bankruptcy in September 2008 - the
biennial manufacturing technology
show, EMO, this year held in
Hannover, Germany, had a much 

more positive feel about it than did the previous event. 
At the close of EMO Hannover 2011 - the leading 

international trade fair for the machine tool industry 
- exhibitors, visitors and organizers were unanimous in
their praise of the event. Staged under the motto of
"Machine Tools & More", the six-day event in Hannover 
featured the latest machinery, solutions and services for
every conceivable aspect of metalworking - a veritable 
tour de force by some 2,037 exhibitors from 41 different
nations. 

The machine tools industry's innovative capabilities
were not only evidenced by impressive performance specs,
but also in terms of highly functional and attractive 
design - an aspect that is just as essential to today's 
high-performance machinery.

Strong international appeal underscores EMO's role
as industry's flagship fair.

INTERNATIONAL  NEWS

EMO Hannover 2011
stimulates new business throughout
international machine tool industry

Above: Leading the way by occupying the whole of Hall 2 at the north entrance of the
exhibition grounds was DMG, who with their new cooperation partners, MORI SEIKI,

exhibited a convincing line-up of machines. Visitors could view 97 high-tech machines in
full cutting action, including 25 world premieres. The display included one of the biggest

exhibits at this year's premier trade fair for metal working technology - the XXL universal
milling machine DMU 600 P. In addition a representative cross section of the DMG range
of services and a wealth of innovative software modules and control tools were on view

Left: EMO Hannover 2011 attracted some 140 000 visitors from more than 100 countries

Large castings were displayed on sizable machines in hall 13 





Sustainability in production was the main focus of most
innovations and solutions at the event. "This EMO reflects
the high priority manufacturers are now giving to 
energy-efficient plant and machinery. When it comes to
staying competitive in the global marketplace, the efficient
use of energy and raw materials is becoming a decisive
factor" said EMO Hannover General Commissioner 
Dr. Detlev Elsinghorst.

With nearly 40 percent of all EMO attendees coming
from abroad, exhibitors were especially delighted with the
event's international turnout. "The strong international
appeal makes EMO unique throughout the industry, and is
a key factor in its success," said Elsinghorst, adding that
he saw EMO as a reflection of ongoing globalization. 
This accounted for a shift in foreign attendance, with an
increase of more than 6.5 percent in the ratio of foreign
visitors from outside Europe, particularly Asia and South
America, which in turn led to record-breaking figures for
the duration of stay per visitor: One out of every four 
attendees spent more than three days at EMO 2011,
according to the organisers. 

The industry's positive mood was visible in the 
exhibition halls, where more than half of all visitors 
reported playing a major role in their companies' 
purchasing decisions. Commensurately, 55 percent of 
EMO trade visitors reported coming to the show with 
concrete investment plans. Among foreign visitors, this 
figure even reached 75 percent. Around half of all 
attendees said their investments were targeted at 
expanded capacities, while 20 percent were planning to
make first-time purchases of machine tools. "There will be
no rest for EMO exhibitors once the event is over. 
The many orders taken at EMO - on top of an already 
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Les Porter and Steve Andrews of EDM Shop Johnny Pierdica of 600 SA

Malcolm Moriarty and Michael von Brandis, both of Retecon Andre Perry, Colin O'Gorman and Peter Jackson,
all of S&D Precision Toolmakers







high utilization of capacity - will have everyone working at
full tilt," Elsinghorst predicted. 

The many and varied supporting events made a visit to
EMO even more rewarding. Conferences on topics such as
sustainable manufacturing, advances in aerospace 
technologies, Russia as a growth market and talent 
recruitment for the future all sparked lively interest and
debate.

EMO Hannover 2011 (19 to 24 September) attracted
some 140 000 visitors from more than 100 countries.
Highly-qualified visitors from more than 100 countries,
thousands of technical innovations, a supporting program
about Knowledge Transfer, and orders worth billions 
- EMO Hannover is more than a trade fair. It is the world
championship of the machine tool industry, and the 
champions compete here. 

Following massive falls in order intake, global 
machine tool production fell back severely in 2009. 

In Germany, for example, order intake turned negative 
in the third quarter of 2008, hitting almost -70% in the 
first quarter of 2009, before turning positive again in the
fourth quarter of 2009. Germany is Europe's powerhouse
for mechanical engineering and machine tools, of course. 

According to Gardner Publications' Metalworking
Insiders' Report, 2009 saw machine tool output by the 
28 leading countries fall by, on average, 32% from the year
before. Shipments were $55.2 billion, compared to the
$81.3 billion for 2008. The latest report puts 2010 
shipments at 21% higher than the previous year, with
$66.3 billion worth of machine tools produced globally,
against a revised $54.7 billion in 2009. 

But already this year, European firms have been lining
up to highlight improving conditions. At an event in
Schorndorf, Germany, milling, EDM and laser ablation 
technology firm GF AgieCharmilles noted that business had
recovered faster than expected. 
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Craig Sterley of Kennametal South Africa, Jason and
Danny Adams of Adams Metalworking Products with

Keith Dodd of Kennametal Europe (2nd right)

Nicolas Fanourakis of Guhring Cutting Tools
and Jiri Safarik of Peterstow Aquapower

Some of the South Africans that participated in the Metalworking News
/ Trade Fair Travel / SA German Chamber of Commerce & Industry tour. 

From left to right: Bertrand van der Berg (Toolquip & Allied), 
Mark Brunsden (Covenant Tool & Die), Paul Du Toit (Albatron Precision Engineering), 

Steve Andrews (EDM Shop), Ockie Schoeman (Problaze), Danie Delport 
(Toolquip & Allied), Les Porter (EDM Shop), Otto van Staden (Diemaster Industries), 

Fanie Oosthuizen (Toolquip & Allied), Burkhard Deifuss (Diemaster Industries), 
Clyde Erasmus (Profile Tooling), Johnny Anjinho (North Reef Engineering), 

Jevon While (Profile Tooling) and kneeling, Eben Dry (Problaze)

Jevon While, MD of Profile Tooling comments:
As a business owner, EMO for me was an 

eye opening experience to say the least!
After coming back from the show my mind

was racing with ideas and improvements that 
I wanted to implement when I got back. 

I have always had a healthy respect for my
father and how he built up the company to be a
respected player within our industry. However,
having gone to EMO I realised that we needed to
lift our game to a new level if we were going 
continue to outperform growth in our sector. 

European standards and professionalism is
something we need to work towards achieving.
There were new technologies and manufacturing
techniques that we needed to implement.

The 3 main points I drew from EMO were to
increase our capacity, modernise our facility and
to branch out into new technologies.

We are busy drawing up an investment 
programme which we plan to have implemented
in the next 6 months. If you see the importance
of staying abreast of new technologies by 
constantly improving your position in your 
industry, then EMO is a must for anyone in the
industry.
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Alan and Brian Pace of S&D Precision Toolmakers,
Franz Studer of Retecon with

Gerd Mühlmann of Deckel Maho

Alexander Technau of Holdtec with
Johnny Anjinho of North Reef Engineering

Fanie Oosthuizen of Toolquip & Allied
with June-Hyun Park of Korloy

Paul Du Toit of Albatron Precision Engineering with
Ockie Schoeman and Eben Dry, both of Problaze

Colin Morrison of Pilot Tools

Alan Pace, MD of S&D Precision Toolmakers comments: 
We shut S&D completely for four days to attend EMO this

year taking with us our key shop floor staff. EMO has not only
inspired us but also been extremely important in seeding ideas to
improve, evolve and innovate within our own workshop. 

In South Africa, we believe we hold a competitive 
advantage due to the technology we have in machinery and
software. Attending EMO however was both humbling and
inspiring to us all. The sophistication of machinery on show,
particularly from DMG, left us speechless.

The variety and advancement in machine tool accessories
and tooling was astounding.  An entire hall was dedicated to
engineering software - everything ranging from CADCAM to
process monitoring. The many earmarked pages in our 1 120
page EMO catalogue will be used extensively over the next two
years until EMO 2013 in Germany. Needless to say we arrived
wide eyed and left inspired, bringing home with us a new
Deckel Maho DMF 180 milling machine.

At the March event, Jean-Pierre Wilmes, CEO, presented
year to date figures for 2011 versus 2010. European
demand was growing by 49% - "contrary to any expectation"
- with Asia growing at just over 33% and the Americas by
15%. Indeed, Mr Wilmes underlined that German demand
was already back to the heights of 2007 (for order intake).
And in February this year, Germany's Gildemeister AG's
chairman, Dr Ruediger Kapitza, said that he expected orders
to grow 20% this year and return to 2008 levels in 2012. 

Swiss grinding specialist Studer also reported much
improved business in January. The company said it 
expected to outperform the 20% growth forecast for its

market segment this year, winning market share from 
competitors. Turnover for 2011 is expected to be above the
level of 2006, while, for 2012, Stephan Nell, chairman of
the board of Fritz Studer AG, offered that turnover would be
back to 2007 levels, which was one of "two or three of the
best years in the history of the company". 

We are not yet out of the woods, of course. Indeed,
June figures from Germany's mechanical engineering 
association VDMA indicate that orders for German machine
tools eased in June. Overall, orders for machines were 
only 2% higher than in June 2010, says VDMA, with domestic
orders diving 14%, while foreign demand gained 10%. 
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Richard Gladwin, Bart Pieterse and Carl Barkhuisen,
all of Machine Tool Promotions (MTP)

Martin Taverner of Siemens

Brandon Morris of PTF Manufacturers with Alan
and Dudley Meredith, both of Victor Fortune

Graeme and Ray Cooper, both of WD Hearn

Dave Brown of Cambro with Marius Conradie of WD Hearn Justin Dowdle of Micron Technologies with Mike Burton of Sunnen

Carsten Ring of Maskingruppen and
Peter Guy of Hurco South Africa

Vaughn Hanwith-Horden and Richard Poalses,
both of F & H Machine Tools
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Donald Miller, Christian Amsten and Ralph Nagle, all of Starrett
with Gary Willis of First Cut (2nd left)

Otto Seyforth of Norgrip with
Walter Baumgartil of Erikor

Erik and Glenn Hagedorn-Hansen of Hansens Engineering 

Erik Hagedorn-Hansen MD of Hansens Engineering 
comments: 

For me the overriding trend amongst machine 
tool manufacturers at EMO was the integration of 
automation, particularly robots, into their machines. 
Almost every machine tool supplier demonstrated 
at least one machine on their stand that had 
automation integrated into a machine. It seems that 
robots are the must have optional extra, not a sign 
of the future, as the future is already here. Manufacturing
companies will need to embrace automation to remain
competitive, even in South Africa.

Danie Delport MD of Toolquip & Allied comments: 
EMO 2011 surprised on the upside with exhibitor and 

visitor numbers being substantially up on EMO Milan 2009.
The industry recovered quickly after the crash of 2009, as a
result of the global economic crisis of 2008/2009. The 
ongoing demand for hi-tech, production machine tools in China,
India and South America assisted manufacturers to increase
volumes. The consolidation and merger of manufacturers as a
result of the world economic situation were also evident at EMO.

While Germany is growing its markets, countries like Italy
and Spain continue to struggle.  Taiwanese and Korean 
manufacturers reported good growth. The demand for raw
materials, special steels and components impacted on 
availability and resulted in increased lead times by machine
tool builders and cutting tool manufacturers. The tsunami in
Japan caused a shortage of critical components. Inflation is
starting to impact on equipment prices and may result in
increased prices to users.

Manufacturers continue to be innovative in their quest to
provide equipment that will improve production output, reduce
costs and become environmentally friendly. Manufacturers are
improving energy efficiency for users and tool management
systems are becoming more popular.  Coolant recycling and 
filtration systems have been improved as part of the drive to
reduce the carbon footprint and costs.

The number of Chinese companies exhibiting seemed less
than in previous years. This could be attributed to China 
focusing on its domestic market rather than growing its export
markets. China is also struggling with raw material supplies,
labour costs and inflationary issues. The recent drop-off in the
Chinese manufacturing production may change this trend as

factories build up backlogs as the domestic market deteriorates.
Some 80 of our suppliers exhibited at EMO 2011 and most

of them introduced new products.  Cutting tools, work holding
and tool holding systems improved in line with machine tool
development. Machine tool builders and cutting tool 
manufacturers continue to work closely with end-users to
develop new technologies.  Partnerships were evident 
throughout the exhibition and the automotive sector seems to
be the leader in this trend.

EMO 2011 was well organized and had a positive feel
about it despite the ongoing global economic uncertainty. 
We felt it was worth the effort to visit and experience the 
latest trends. 

Miroslav Hošek of Pro Import Plus, Ori Barak of Noga
with Danie Delport of Toolquip & Allied
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Frans Myburgh, Technical Manager Machining
of Halberg Guss comments: 

Being away from the office with a plant which runs 
production 24 / 7 can really put you under pressure once back.

However we always look forward to the EMO show with high
expectations about the latest machine technology. I can report

back that it was a very exiting show where all exhibitors made it
enormously interesting for all machinists.

Being such a large show with limited time I had to focus on
our machining field of automotive components - mainly engine
blocks and aluminium cylinder heads.

It was an opportunity to meet up with our cutting tool and
machine suppliers where I stressed the point of productivity
which is critical for us to drive the manufacturing cost down. I
had scheduled meetings where the latest special cutting tool
technology was discussed. I can just comment that the slogan
of "never ending improvement" was again demonstrated to me
with the latest tooling development.

More precise, more cutting edges, better developed cutting
geometries, combined operations on one robust tool, improved
coatings for longer tool life etc. was demonstrated to improve
overall productivity.

Two visits from overseas suppliers to our plant were also
set up. The suppliers will come and evaluate our process and
recommend improvements to further lower our cycle times and
tool cost. Some suppliers are already busy with test tools which
we will test in the near future to improve productivity.

Our company will definitely benefit with the new technology
gained at the 2011 EMO show.

Frans Myburgh and Anton Vorster, both of Halberg Guss

Nick Penfold of Renishaw with
Bertrand van der Berg of Toolquip & Allied

Nigel and James Morrison, both of Pilot Tools


It was, says VDMA economist Olaf Wortmann: "The first
signs that the investment dynamic in Germany and its
Eurozone partners is not as strong." 

In the three months from April through June, German
machine tool orders gained 14% overall on the previous
year, following a leap of 32% in the first quarter of 2011,
although the first quarter in 2010 was weak. 

But it is Asia, more specifically China, where machine
tool demand continues to grow most rapidly. China has
been the biggest consumer of factory equipment since
2002, in fact, and, according to Metalworking Insiders'
Report, it produced 30% by value of all machine tools last
year, while installing $27.3 billion worth. "By value, four out
of every 10 machine tools produced anywhere in the 
world last year went into a Chinese factory," notes the
report. 

Nearby Taiwan is a major beneficiary of this growth.
According to statistics compiled by the Taiwan Association
of Machinery Industry (TAMI), Taiwan exported $10.1 billion
in machinery in the first half of the year, up 33% 
year-on-year, reported Taiwan's China Economic News
(CENS) website in July. Many of Taiwan's domestic 

machinery firms have orders enough to "fill production lines
throughout the third quarter", the report added. Taiwan
ballscrew maker Hiwin reported first half-sales up almost
94% year-on-year, for example. 

This business windfall, said CENS, reflects sales to
mainland China, ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian
nations), India, Germany and Japan. But the Economic
Cooperation Framework Agreement (ECFA) signed between
Taiwan and China is a major influence - exports of 
Taiwan-made machine tools to China rose 43% in the first
half of the year, to $820 million. The ECFA is also attracting
Japanese machine tool firms to set up in Taiwan. 

Trading partner benefits 
So, while business is improving generally, trade accords

like the Taiwan-China agreement are key in individual 
country's or regions relative success. 

For Europe's machine tool builders, for example, the 
EU-South Korea Free Trade Agreement (FTA), which came
into effect on 1 July, will benefit machinery makers to the
tune of 450 million Euro a year in saved duties. Machinery
represents over 26% of the EU's exports to South Korea. 
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Andrew Poole, MD of First Cut comments: 
EMO 2011 represents an opportunity for us to 

cement relationships with existing international 
suppliers as well as look for new opportunities to 
compliment our existing range of equipment that we offer.
Although the EuroBlech exhibition is the main focus of
these equipment and accessory suppliers that we 
represent, I was pleasantly surprised to see that there 
were four halls allocated to the sheetmetal industry. 
Metal forming and cutting technology is advancing 
rapidly these days and you can see it in the equipment 
that is on offer these days. We are excited about the
prospects ahead having just been appointed the 
sole agents for one of the leading manufacturers in 
this field, namely Bystronic. With so many users of their 
equipment in South Africa, it is important for us at 
First Cut to live up to their expectations and I want to
emphasise that we will be focussing on the service, 
parts inventory and customer training aspects and 
in particular the spare parts where customers can 
order through our Euro based price list available 
to everybody.

Steve Andrews of EDM Shop with Mihir Baxi of Jyoti Alberto van Zyl, Joe Tippel and Rob Wyche, all of Edwin Roth

Andrew Poole of First Cut with Rene Eger
and Roman Bohnet of Kaltenbach

David Risk, International Sales & Marketing Director
of Somta Tools comments:

EMO 2011 for Somta Tools was our best exhibition ever.
Although Somta has exhibited at every EMO event since 1983
(with the exception of Milan in 2009) we were very pleased this
year with both the large number of visitors to our stand as well
as the quality of the enquiries received. We renewed contact
with many of our customers, with the prospect of developing
business due to growth in various niche markets in regions
such as Eastern Europe and North America / Canada, all 
looking for high quality tools. In particular, we experienced a lot
of interest in our new high performance carbide ranges of
roughing and finishing end mills (designed for machining hard
materials) which have outperformed some of the major global
carbide brand names. We also met with numerous visiting
South Africans at our stand, which was one of only two 
South African exhibitors.

On display in the cutting tool sector was predominantly
solid carbide tooling, and relatively few HSS tooling ranges. 
This of course represents an opportunity for Somta with its
wide range of manufactured HSS cutting tools combined with
its innovative new range of high performance carbide tooling.

Overall, with much talk prior to EMO of economic turmoil in
Europe and a possible recession, we were expecting a rather

downbeat EMO fair. On the contrary, we found no expense
spared on the exhibition stands, with almost all exhibitors and
visitors reporting strong order books and a positive outlook for
2012. This left one with the impression that economic 
negativity may be affecting other sectors, but that the cutting
tool industry in Europe, similar to South Africa, appears to be
fairly buoyant at this stage.

Graeme Holmes and David Risk, both of Somta Tools



EMO - if you use manufacturing technology, it's a show not to be missed
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Ollie Moser of FEW comments: 
FEW has exhibited at EMO since 1983. With the SA Rand

rate of exchange not favourable to exporters, we had thought
of attending EMO 2011 as visitors only. Thankfully, long term
thinking came to the rescue, and we decided to exhibit
again. After all, currencies come and go, but a loyal export
customer is something we will not give up easily (some 
customers who called on us in Hannover have been buying
FEW tools for between 30 and 40 years!).

We also needed to make sure that Dave Aldridge and
Rudie Odendaal, our MD and Factory Manager had 
somewhere to have a frosty and rest their feet when they
tired of looking for the perfect machines (to make high 
quality tools in small batches and at reduced costs). 
While the reduced cost aspect remains elusive, there were
many new machines and concepts to absorb.

While our expectations were not high regarding 
new tap export business, EMO 2011 turned out to be the
busiest we've experienced in almost 3 decades. We now 
wait on our sales team of Jenny Thobois and Dave Cameron

to convert all those enquiries into profitable business 
that will enable us to order those machines on the 
wish list!

Jenny Thobois, Rudie Odendaal and Dave Cameron, all of FEW

Andy Overton and Mark Jones, both of Ficep
with Malcolm Moriarty (standing) of Retecon

Mike Lee and Alex Elshove, both of Retecon
with Pierre du Toit of SA Mint

Paul Savides, MD of PBS Machine Tools comments: 
Steve Jobs and EMO 2011 - "We need to change the way

we think about and use technology". EMO 2011 is a show
that did just that, promoting total productivity management
systems for our industry worldwide. Exhibitors showcased
how we use metal cutting and forming machine tools, 

manufacturing systems, precision tools, automated material
flow systems, robotics, industrial electronics, accessories
and computer technology.

Visiting as many of the 2,120 exhibitors, from 
42 countries is a daunting task to say the least. Each
exhibitor attempts to demonstrate their individual technological
know-how. Overwhelmingly the trend tended to be the use of
multi-functional, multi-axis, multi-spindle machining.

It is true that the economic system in the world is in 
turmoil making it more difficult to acquire finance to expand,
yet growth and profitability can take place in the 
manufacturing sector through the savings made by 
implementing manufacturing technology available to us all.

Every aspect of metal removal in manufacturing is 
scrutinised and analyzed and all waste is removed to create
lean, productive systems. The inputs required to make us
world competitive are all inexpensive and easily obtainable
to anyone who makes the effort to use and apply them.

Tongtai Machine and Tool Co.'s model TMT2000 
Multi-Tasking turning centre is a good example of technology
implementation. This machine has a multiple turning and
milling capability to finish complex components in one
machine setup resulting in improved machine performance
and maximum profitability.

Paul Savides of PBS Machine Tools 
with Gavin Homan of Wam Metals
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Taiwan, incidentally, is concerned that it is not included
in any current EU FTA plans. The EU was expected to 
conclude a pact with Singapore, while negotiations are
underway with Malaysia, with talks set to begin with a 
number of other Asian nations in the near future. So the
global business backdrop for EMO 2011 looks positive,
although some caution must be exercised, of course, as,
while the finance sector debt crisis has passed, we have
moved now to sovereign debt issues and the effects of 
government spending reductions. 

With Germany being the host nation, the environmental
sustainability push, called Blue Competence and initiated
in 2010 by German machine tool builders' association VDW
but now run by the VDMA, a wider mechanical engineering
association, was very evident. Certainly there were
exhibitors pushing their energy-saving credentials. 

On tooling, there was a plethora of developments.
Sandvik Coromant, for instance, revealed what it claims is
the "the fastest solid carbide drill on the market". 

LMT claimed a 'world first' in thin-film coating technology
with Protec, which will positively affect the process of
thread rolling. 

Developments in composites and titanium machining
were also prominent, both at the tooling and machine tool
level. For example, the Machining Innovations Network
(Hall 27, Stand C32) showed up-to-the-minute highlights
and milestones in metalcutting production technology for
aircraft structural components made of titanium. 

But the most impressive display at the show, in terms 
of sheer volume, was hall 2, where the Gildemeister AG
sales organisation DMG and partner Mori Seiki collectively
displayed some 97 machine tools - 25 of these being new
products or world premiers - covering 7 600 m². Even the
26-strong machine display by the world's largest metalcutting
machine tool firm, Yamazaki Mazak, pales beside this. 

EMO - if you use manufacturing technology, it's a show
not to be missed. The next EMO Hannover is scheduled for
16 to 21 September 2013.

Hans Peter Neth, MD of the Retecon Group comments: 
After the turbulent economic years behind us, the 

EMO machine tool exhibition, the largest of its kind in the world
was once again an incredible experience.

In Hall No. 2, DMG/MORI SEIKI exhibited a full range of
products and their large variety in machining centres, lathes
and turn mills are proof of their technology as world leaders in
their field. Their well proven machine configurations allow 
customers to have the best possible and most suitable
machine for their requirements.

GF AGIE CHARMILLES of Switzerland impressed with their
latest die sinking and wire cut machines. Their precision and
technology built into their equipment made in Switzerland 
continues to impress.

While a large number of manufacturers such as HELLER,
DMG and others have shown gear cutting possibilities on their
machining centres, our principles KAPP/NILES demonstrated
their latest series of gear grinding machines ranging from 
30 - 3.500 mm in diameter.   

Many suppliers demonstrated their capabilities of reducing
power requirements on their machines with energy saving 
solutions.

The high number of South African visitors to the EMO 
clearly indicated the interest in latest technology machinery for
our industry.

Hans Peter Neth and Andrew Turner, both of Retecon

Alfons Mauchle, MD of Micron Precision Tools 
comments: 

After many years absence this was a refreshing visit to
the world showcase of machining. As I walked around the
new products and technologies left me breathless. Some
have been around for a while but others are definitely new.
For instance cryogenic machining!! Whoever came up with
that idea or thought of doing something like that. The 
combination of machining, thinking outside the box 
solutions were aplenty. 

I began to realise that there is a solution for everything,
even in measuring the micron in the most inaccessible
gearboxes with tools that look as though they were
designed by a nutty professor.

For the average South African business the tech world
at EMO is out of our reach and application. Only a few
selected players will be able to operate where our overseas
companies are working. We need to continue to strive to
work in these new technologies and solutions as this will
help some obtain and keep a leading edge.

It was great to see South Africans there and know 
that we might be small but we have players in this 
market.

Alfons Mauchle of Micron Precision Tools
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Rudy Adlam and Dries van Rensburg, 
both of Adlam Engineering

The most impressive display
at the show, in terms of sheer volume,
was hall 2, where the Gildemeister AG
sales organisation DMG and partner

Mori Seiki collectively displayed
some 97 machine tools - 25 of
these being new products or

world premiers - covering 7 600 m².
Even the 26-strong machine display
by the world's largest metalcutting
machine tool firm, Yamazaki Mazak,

pales beside this

Carlos Figueiredo, Sales Director of Samsung Machine
Tools SA comments: 

The standard of the machines on display was as usual
of a very high standard. Plenty of money was spent on the
stands by the exhibitors. Actually this year it looked the
spending was even more extravagant than before. I would
imagine this is the sign of the times that definitely the
economy has vastly improved since the last one in Milano.

The machines are becoming more and more efficient
and also more advanced. Companies want to handle 
components as little as possible so machines are 
becoming more complex.

It was interesting to see many new exhibitors there
were especially the smaller companies form the Far East. 
I believe that these companies are starting to encroach on
the huge machine tool market in Europe, consequently 
putting European manufacturers under pressure.

It is also fascinating to see that many of the bigger
European manufacturers are now also manufacturing
machines in the Far East and China, although they are not
promoting this fact very truthfully.

Another interesting fact that I noticed was that some of
the European manufacturers' cosmetic finishes on the
machines are actually dropping down in standard where as
the Far East companies are actually increasing in standard,
which means to me that the Far East manufacturers are
going to become the leaders in the future. Companies that
are evolving very rapidly are mainly from Japan and Korea
with Taiwan and China chasing them hard.

I am extremely impressed with quality that is coming
out of Korea which is improving at a rapid pace. This
means a huge plus point for our company because I 
sincerely think that Korea is going to become the next
"Japan".

Louis Struwig and Carlos Figueiredo, 
both of Samsung Machine Tools SA

Otto van Staden and Burkhard Deifuss,
both of Diemaster Industries with

Mark Brunsden of Covenant Tool & Die

Marcus Funk and Kim Eliot, both of UTP Mould & Die with Franz
Kneidinger of Knorr-Bremse





As reported on Machinery's website in July, Haas
machine tools has opened its first North African Haas
Factory Outlet, in Morocco, and it has plans to open

more, in Tunisia and Algeria, as soon as possible - once it
finds the right partners. In Morocco, the company expects
compound sales growth of 25%. 

Mori Seiki and Gildemeister AG's sales and service 
operation, DMG, opened a Cairo, Egypt, facility in January
this year. At the annual DMG Pfronten gathering in 2010,
Gildemeister AG's top man, Dr Rüdiger Kapitza, enthused
about Africa. It was, he said, a machine tool market worth
almost 450 million Euro in 2009, but was under 
330 million Euro in 2005. 

It should be noted that Gildemeister has more than
machine tools in its sights, however, as the company also 
supplies energy storage technology, having acquired a 
majority stake in Austrian energy storage technology 
company Cellstrom GmbH. Power disruption is common 
in parts of Africa. But is the continent of Africa at large 

about to start sustained progress along a manufacturing
path? Well, in a 2010 report, 'A continent on the move',
McKinsey said of the 1 billion people continent: "After
decades of stagnation, the continent's economies 
experienced a marked acceleration in growth during the past
10 years, with real GDP increasing by 4.9% annually between
2000 and 2008, compared with 2.4% in the 1990s. The
magnitude of this growth story, while broadly understood, is
startling in its specifics and the opportunity it presents." 

While the largest component of Africa's growth from 
2002-2007 was claimed by resources, 9% was attributed to
manufacturing, although, admittedly, there has been a 
reducing trend over recent years. Manufacturing is not 
equally spread, of course. Egypt, Morocco, South Africa, 
and Tunisia are already broadly diversified, with 
manufacturing and services together totalling 83% of their
combined GDP, says McKinsey. Hence the moves by the

already mentioned machine tool firms. 
But the report suggests there are external forces 

at work. Even if real wages in China rise by only some 
7% a year, which is modest given the country's GDP growth,
they are likely to double over the next decade, it says. 
"The rising cost of manufacturing there will translate into an
opportunity for sub-Saharan Africa," the report goes on. And
it also says of the offshoring of labour-intensive 
manufacturing from the OECD countries to Asia has occurred
over the past three decades: "During the next decade, 
expect the same process to begin shifting these activities
from Asia to Africa". In fact, the rise of manufacturing in
Africa is a major need, in order to reduce poverty, according
to a newly published major UN report, 'Economic 
development in Africa'. "Africa now accounts for about 
1% of global manufacturing, and cannot realistically hope 
to reduce widespread poverty if its governments don't take
effective measures to expand this vital economic 
sector," says the report by the UN Industrial Development

Organisation (UNIDO) and the UN Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD). 

The report grades each of the countries into one of five
categories - forerunners (includes Egypt, Tunisia, Seychelles
and Namibia); achievers (includes South Africa, Mauritius,
Libya and Morocco); catching-up (includes Lesotho, Angola
and Mozambique); falling behind (Algeria, Cameroon,
Botswana and Cape Verde); and infant stage (includes
Rwanda, Liberia, Malawi). Achievers and forerunners already
possess noteworthy manufacturing bases, says the report.
The UN recommends industrial policy as a means to drive
manufacturing growth, going in to much detail about how
this might be realised. 

So, a combination of external and internal forces may,
indeed, come together to see Africa rising.

Report compiled by Andrew Allcock and first published in
Machinery, August 2011.

Manufacturing in Africa?
Could be?

The rapid industrial rise of China and Asia is now written in history
and demonstrable through the manufactured products on the shelves

of UK stores. But is Africa the next region to put on a manufacturing spurt?
Andrew Allcock considers this prospect.
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“After decades of stagnation, the continent's economies
experienced a marked acceleration in growth during the past 10 years,

with real GDP increasing by 4.9% annually between 2000 and 2008,
compared with 2.4% in the 1990s.

The magnitude of this growth story, while broadly understood,
is startling in its specifics and the opportunity it presents.”



Brazil's booming economy has the local auto industry in high
gear, which the government wants to protect from popular
Asian imports by slapping hefty tariffs on rising rivals.

Though many economic analysts fear the move will hurt
Brazil's reputation, the tariff
shift approved was a major
victory at least for the 
powerful local auto sector.

With greater economic
stability and greater access
to credit, Brazil's domestic
auto industry has been 
rising steadily in recent
years. It expects to close out
2011 with a 5% increase in
domestic sales (3.69 million
units), according to the
Anfavea Carmakers
Association.

Faced with a stampede
of new brands mainly from
Asia, the government 
started slapping a whopping
30% tariff on all vehicles
that are not at least 65%
Brazilian made, or Made in
Mercosur, the local South
American trade bloc. Mexico
is not affected due to its
bilateral deals with Brazil.

Brazil cannot "allow our
auto industry to be taken
over by upstarts who are
coming in from outside,"
Finance Minister Guido
Mantega said, explaining
the move.

The industry only
months earlier had 
benefited from a major
bailout and incentives 
package - seen as 
necessary due to the real's
high value - that was 
supposed to help improve
competitiveness.

Catholic University 
economist Antonio Carlos
Alves said the "unfortunate"
measure the government
adopted was evidence of
bad economics and good
lobbying by the local auto
industry's "four sisters" GM,
Volkswagen, Fiat and Ford.

The single biggest
splash in the local market
by a foreign carmaker has
been by China's JAC.

"I do not think the tariff was a necessary measure, not even
to protect the market from Chinese competition." Alves said. "It is
just a measure that fosters discontent in Brazil because it
appears to be protectionist."
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Brazil defends tariffs on Asian car competition
Brazil started slapping a whopping 30% tariff on all vehicles that are not at least
65% Brazilian made, or Made in Mercosur, the local South American trade block.
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The two global No. 1 trade fairs for
wire and tube will run concurrently
for the 13th time in Düsseldorf from

26 to 30 March 2012. On show will be innovations from the
areas of wire, cable and tube processing industries.                
2010 saw a total of 2 391 exhibitors showcase the latest

technologies and applications on over 96 000 m² of exhibition
space. 69 000 trade visitors from 100 countries travelled to
Düsseldorf to gather information, make new business contacts
and place concrete orders.                  

wire 2012: Fastener and spring making in focus
At wire, the International Wire and Cable

Fair, everything will revolve around wire,
cable and fibreglass machinery as well as
wire and cable production and wire and
cable trade. Exhibitors from these areas will
be presented in Halls 9 to 12 and 16 and 17.

Alongside these traditional segments two
subjects will be in particular focus: Fastener
Technology in Hall 15 and Spring Making in
Hall 16. Machinery and equipment for 
making springs and fasteners will be 
displayed on an exhibition space of just
under 11 000 m². Be it finished products or
machinery in operation - in halls 15 and 16
you will find tomorrow's technologies 
hands-on! 

wire 2010 was attended by 1 217
exhibitors who presented their machines 
and equipment on net exhibition space of 
51 823 m². Some 37 000 international

guests attended wire 2010.

Tube 2012: Stronger focus on 
section technology        

The companies participating at Tube, the International 
Tube and Pipe Trade Fair, will be exhibiting in Halls 1 to 7 and in
Hall 7a. Tube accessories can be found in Halls 1 and 2 while
tube manufacturing and tube trade follow on from this in parts
of Halls 2, 3 and 4 as well as in Hall 7. Hall 5 is reserved for
tube forming technology and tube working machines follow in
Halls 6 and 7a. Furthermore, Hall 7a is also home to the latest 
machinery and equipment. 

Tube concentrates on its core segments
even more than in 2010. These include tube
making and tube processing machines, 
fasteners and section technology.
Approximately 10% of trade fair guests took
an interest in machines for processing 
sections thereby making the event a 
successful debut for this new exhibition 
segment which is planned to enjoy an even
greater exposure in 2012.

Tube 2010 was attended by 1 174
exhibitors and some 32 000 trade 
visitors who came to Düsseldorf to gather 
information on the latest technologies 
and applications covering a total of 
44 568 m².  

Current information for exhibitors, 
visitors and the press is available in between
the trade fair years at the two internet 
portals: www.wire.de and www.Tube.de.

Trade Fair Travel, a specialist travel agency for trade
fairs internationally and in particular Germany, have
put together a very reasonable tour package to visit

this exhibition.
The tour includes return airfare Johannesburg/ Düsseldorf,

airport taxes, airport/hotel transfer, accommodation, 
full breakfast daily and medical and travel insurance.

For a booking form contact Trade Fair Travel on 
TEL: 031 916 1414, Fax: 031 916 5674, or 
email peter@tradefairtravel.co.za or visit 
www.tradefairtours.com  

Trade Fair Travel is also able to offer you individual
packages, tailored to your requirements. For more 
information contact Peter Stephenson on the numbers
above. Booking forms can also be downloaded from 
the website.

Messe Düsseldorf, the trade fair organisers of wire and
Tube along with the Southern African - German
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, will be hosting a

wire and Tube 2012 Presentation, in anticipation of the wire
and Tube 2012 trade shows taking place in Düsseldorf,
Germany from 26 - 30 March 2012.

Please join us for the wire and Tube 2012 Presentation to
be held at Emperors Palace (64 Jones Road, Kempton Park),
Johannesburg in Assembly 4 on Tuesday, 22 November 2011.

The wire and Tube 2012 Presentation is a free of charge
breakfast function and will start at 7.30 for 8.00am. The guest
speaker will be Mr. Friedrich Georg Kehrer, Project Manager of
wire & Tube. 

For more information and to register for the presentation,
please contact Ms Lisa Kuntze on TEL: 011 486 2775 or send
an e-mail to lkuntze@germanchamber.co.za.

wire 2012/Tube 2012

Trade Fair Travel, SA German Chamber
of Commerce & Industry and
Metalworking News tour to

wire 2012/Tube 2012

Southern African-German Chamber
of Commerce & Industry /

Messe Düsseldorf / wire and Tube 2012
breakfast invite

Two success stories to be held again concurrently
in Düsseldorf, Germany - 26 to 30 March 2012.





The 22nd International Technology
Exhibition for Sheet Metal
Working will occupy eight halls at

the Hanover Exhibition Grounds. The
exhibition layout reflects the complete
sheet metal working technology chain
and covers 15 exhibition categories:
Sheet metal, semi-finished and 
finished products; handling; 
separation; forming; flexible sheet
metal working; tube/section working;
processing of hybrid structures; 
joining/welding; surface technology;
tool technology; machine elements; process control and quality
assurance; CAD/CAM applications; factory equipment and
R&D.

To reflect the growing importance of hybrid structures in
sheet metal working, processing of sheet metal / plastic hybrid
structures has now been included in the EuroBLECH exhibition

profile as a separate category. 
"While most of the companies were

quite cautious for the previous show
and preferred to book their usual stand
space, now many exhibitors are asking
for bigger stand sizes again at the
leading industry event for the sheet
metal working industry. As the central
hub for international business and the
first point of contact for cutting edge 
technology, EuroBLECH is 
considered the key exhibition for a 
successful future by small 

companies as well as the big players", says Nicola 
Hamann. 

A total of 1 455 exhibitors from 43 countries and 
61 500 visitors from 98 countries participated in 
EuroBLECH 2010.

For further details visit www.euroblech.com

Trade Fair Travel, a specialist travel agency for trade fairs
internationally and in particular Germany, have put 
together a very reasonable tour package to visit this 

exhibition.
The tour includes return airfare Johannesburg/Hannover,

airport taxes, airport/hotel transfer, accommodation, 
full breakfast daily and medical and travel insurance.

For a booking form contact Trade Fair Travel on 
TEL: 031 916 1414, Fax: 031 916 5674, or email 
peter@tradefairtravel.co.za or visit www.tradefairtours.com  

Trade Fair Travel is also able to offer you individual 
packages, tailored to your requirements. For more information
contact Peter Stephenson on the numbers above. Booking
forms can also be downloaded from the website.
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To date, 11 months before EuroBLECH 2012 will open its doors from
23 - 27 October 2012 in Hannover, Germany more than 800 exhibitors

from 34 countries have already reserved their stand space.

Trade Fair Travel and Metalworking News tour to EuroBLECH 





CECIMO, the Association of the European Machine Tool
Producers confirmed a strong upturn in this year's 
output: 

• The growth in Europe is forecast to be higher than
that in the world 

• Future trend is highly dependent on the soundness
of public finances

• EMO Hannover 2011 confirmed Europe to be a
leader in advanced manufacturing solutions. 

The European machine tool industry expects to increase
production in 2011 by 20% over 2010; up to 20 billion
Euros. The growth is driven mostly by exports, which are
forecast to grow by almost a quarter to 15,7 billion Euros.
"Recovery in European manufacturing also drives up
machine tool imports and consumption in Europe. The latter
will increase this year by 2 billion Euros to 11,3 billion"
Michael Hauser, CECIMO President summarizes.

Compared to the world, Europe remains not only the
biggest machine tool producer in the world, but is also 
increasing its share. "Our preliminary estimations show that
we will increase our share from 33,3% last year to 34,6% in
2012" Frank Brinken, Chairman of CECIMO Economic
Committee estimates. 

EMO was the perfect opportunity to exchange 
information about products and services but also about
trends and market evolutions. What are the mega-issues?
What are the most promising market-segments and 
geographical areas?

CECIMO, the owner of EMO organized international
meetings for technical managers about energy-efficiency
amongst other topics. The outcome of those discussions is
that sustainability is high on the agenda of customers and
public authorities. CECIMO meetings for general 
management about the world economic situation and 
forecasts for the sector concluded that order intake is still
on the rise. Despite the fact the new bookings in the second
quarter this year levelled off, there will be a clearly strong
boost from EMO. 

The results for the next quarters are uncertain.
European machine tool business, which is recovering from
the crisis is now confronted with another wave of 
uncertainty and deteriorating confidence in the markets.
"There are clouds over the European and World economy. In
Europe they are reflected in hampered access to finance
across the manufacturing supply chain. If the problems are
not solved quickly in an appropriate manner, the situation
can have severe impact on the machine tool industry in
Europe. We are predominantly small and medium sized
companies thus we would be particularly affected if the 
negative scenario materializes", Frank Brinken stressed.

Nevertheless the European machine tool industry has
very strong foundations. During EMO there were many
European manufacturers showing their newest, innovative
and unique machines. "Innovation paves the way for the 
further growth in the European machine tool industry, it is
our lifeblood", Frank Brinken highlights. "We need to ensure
in Europe the efficient framework for research and 
innovation with the special focus on small and medium
enterprises. This is the only way to ensure Europe's 
success amid growing competition", Frank Brinken 
underlined.

An open discussion organised by CECIMO, around key 
factors for the future sustainability and competitiveness of
the European machine tool industry such as skills, 
innovation, market surveillance and free trade agreements,
took place at EMO with the participation of key 
representatives of the industry and EU officials. The 
meeting has contributed to improving the knowledge of 
the European decision and opinion makers about the
machine tool industry.

Compared to the rest of the world, Europe remains not only the biggest
machine tool producer in the world, but is also increasing its share.

Europe gaining market share
in world's machine tool production
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Mr Teruyuki Yamazaki, chairman and
CEO of Yamazaki Mazak Corporation,
died on 15 September. He was 82.

Teruyuki Yamazaki was the son of
Sadakichi Yamazaki, the original founder of
Yamazaki Machinery, which became
Yamazaki Mazak Corporation. Teruyuki
Yamazaki was born in Nagoya, in 1928, and
joined Yamazaki Machinery Works Co Ltd in
1947. 

Upon the death of his father, in 1962,
he was appointed president of the company
and was responsible for laying the 
foundations of the company's global growth
and expansion. 

Over the next 40 years, Mr Yamazaki led
the company to become one of the most
innovative manufacturers of machine tools in the world and the
industry leader in the development of many advanced 
manufacturing technologies, including multi-tasking machines.
During his tenure, Mr Yamazaki established a new world 
headquarters and five manufacturing plants in Japan, along
with manufacturing in the UK, United States, China and

Singapore, together with 35 technology 
centres worldwide. 

In 2001, Mr Yamazaki passed the role
of president to his son, Tomohisa Yamazaki,
and assumed the role of chairman of the
company. 

Marcus Burton, group managing director
Europe, commented: "Mr Teruyuki Yamazaki
was a visionary, and his passing is deeply
sad news for everyone at Yamazaki Mazak.
His passion, integrity and commitment set a
framework for Mazak which will ensure the
future success of the company and the 
continuation of his legacy." 

"Those of us who had the honour and
privilege of working with Terry mourn the
loss of a leader who inspired in our 

company each day a passion for excellence and a commitment
to service. Today, I mourn the loss of a treasured mentor and
friend," says Brian Papke, president of Mazak Corporation in
the US, in the release. "Terry cultivated a culture of integrity,
innovation and respect for new ideas at our company, one that
we will continue in his memory."

Death announced of Yamazaki Mazak
chairman Teruyuki Yamazaki
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Iwas recently the guest of Bystronic Laser AG and
it's newly appointed sole South African distributor
First Cut when three First Cut employees, 

20 clients and I visited Bystronic's manufacturing
headquarters in Niederönz, Switzerland at the 
beginning of September 2011. 

The visit, organised by First Cut, was threefold.
Firstly to participate in Bystronic's Competence Days,
to celebrate Bystronic Laser AG's 25 years in 
existence, which were held at its headquarters in
Niederönz. During a three week period Bystronic held
eleven individual events and some one thousand
guests from almost 50 countries participated.

Secondly, it was an opportunity to reassure 
existing Bystronic clients in South Africa that there
would be a smooth takeover period and thirdly, to
invite prospective clients to see the capabilities of
the full range Bystronic equipment in a working 
environment, both in the showroom and at 
Bystronic users.

The program consisted of technical presentations
and discussions about the current issues in the field of sheet
metal processing, of live presentations, and a tour of the 
production plant. Additionally, a real crowd-puller turned out to
be the exhibition about the 25 years of Bystronic, in which the
still young but nevertheless turbulent years of the company's
history were brought to life. 

At the various events, Bystronic's CEO Ferdi Töngi
expressed his opinion that the company will continue to 
maintain its track record, but at the same time pointed out that
challenges will not decrease in the future. "In a changing 
environment, our task will continue to be the satisfaction of the
requirements of a discerning group of customers", stated 
Ferdi Töngi.

Bystronic Laser AG is one of the pioneers in the 
development and manufacture of laser cutting systems, and
today is one of the leading suppliers of complete solutions for
sheet metal processing. The company was founded in the
Swiss town of Niederönz (in the Swiss canton of Berne), with a
workforce of around 30 people in 1986 and was successively
extended to today's status. Here a workforce of 500 of the total
of 1,400 employees worldwide, are employed. 

In Niederönz the prime output is laser and waterjet cutting
systems for the worldwide market. Other development and 
production centres are based in Gotha (Germany), Tianjin
(China) and Brasov (Rumania). Gotha and Tianjin share the
responsibility for the production of pressbrakes. Tianjin 

Bystronic reaches 25 year
milestone
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The Swiss specialist for laser technology and supplier of complete solutions 
for sheet metal processing is a quarter of a century old.

A view of assembly hall 2 where the assembly of
waterjet cutting systems and automation products takes place

The assembly of laser cutting systems 
takes place in assembly hall 3

A view of Bystronic's manufacturing hall 1 where fabrication of parts 
for Bystronic machinery takes place
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is additionally responsible for the manufacture of laser cutting
systems for the Chinese market. In Brasov secondhand
machines are refurbished for sale on the secondhand market.
Additionally, the company has sales and service subsidiaries in
25 countries.

About Bystronic
Bystronic is a worldwide active supplier of high-quality 

solutions for the economical processing of sheet metal and
other sheet materials. Customers profit from application-oriented

systems and services for laser and waterjet cutting processes
as well as bending. The Swiss company with its headquarters
in Niederönz employed in 2010 a staff of almost 1,400 and
achieved translated revenues of euro 310 million.

Bystronic is a member of Conzzeta Group, a Swiss 
industrial holding company with activities in the fields of
machinery and engineering, automation systems, foam materials,
sporting goods and real estate. The companies of the Conzzeta
Group employed a staff in excess of 3,300 in 2010 and
achieved translated revenues of approximately euro 800 million.

The assembly of the resonators takes place in a controlled
environment. Approximately 45 to 50 resonators are assembled

every month, each taking in the region of 36 hours with one
staff member responsible for the entire assembly of a resonator 

The Bystronic demonstration centre 
in Niederönz, Switzerland
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History
The name Bystronic first appeared in 1964 when 

mechanical engineer Hans Byland, Paul Schneider and 
financier Heinz Trosch founded the company Bystronic
Maschinen AG in the Swiss town of Butzberg where they 
manufactured systems for cutting glass. Just a year later, a
change took place in the structure of the ownership when
mechanical engineer Ernst Zumstein took over the shares of
Messrs. Byland and Schneider and became a 50 percent
shareholder. From this point on, Ernst Zumstein managed
Bystronic for more than three decades.

Pioneer phase - 1982 to 1994
The company regards this period as the pioneer phase 

as it developed initial products and diversified into different
manufacturing areas. 

The trigger for laser cutting at Bystronic came from a 
company that manufactured machines for harvesting potatoes,
which Zumstein was the managing partner of. For its 
harvesters the company required many, often large, sheet
metal parts which could be produced far more flexibly and
rationally using a laser cutting system instead of a punching
machine. The first laser machine that Bystronic built was 
a prototype that was installed in this company in 1983. It was
based on a glass laser cutting system.

On the basis of the prototype, in 1984 Bystronic built the
first laser cutting suitable for the sheetmetal market: the Bylas
3015. In the same year Bystronic exhibited at the "Blech" trade
fair in Essen (Germany). The machine had two unique selling
points: flying optics and a shuttle table, and although ridiculed
at first by the market it soon became a player to be taken 
seriously.

During the 80s, the Bystronic engineers also experimented
with plasma cutting machines but soon abandoned this 
development.

The founding of Bystronic Laser AG
Bystronic began to develop its own laser source quite early

on. The bought-in 500 watt laser was not powerful enough and
was extremely unstable. In 1985 its proprietary 1000 watt
laser beam source was operational and was fitted to the Bylas
3015. This improved machine was so successful on the market
that the rapidly growing laser cutting department had to be

separated from the glass processing business. Thus at the
beginning of 1986 a new company opened its doors in
Niederonz: Bystronic Laser AG. Hence from the hobby of the
glass cutters, a new business division was created. Meanwhile
the Bylas had also awakened interest beyond the sheet metal
processing segment. In 1986 Bystronic constructed a Bylas
4020 for cutting textiles and acrylic glass.

The software revolution
In 1988 Bystronic heard about a French software house

that had written a nesting software for optimizing the cutting of
textiles. This allowed the fast nesting of various jobs on a 
predefined format with minimum waste. Bystronic integrated
the nesting software into the existing Bysoft package and from
then on was in possession of the world's first fully integrated
nesting software for laser cutting that ran on a commercially
available PC. This program - in an improved version -is still 
used today.

Towards the end of the 80s, the market was crying out 
for a flexible machine for both sheet metal and tube 
processing. Bystronic reacted and in 1988 presented the Byflex

Waterjet
For the initial attempts with waterjet cutting, Bystronic built

a high-pressure pump onto a glass cutting machine. Based on
this prototype, the first
complete Bystronic 
system for 2D waterjet
cutting was built in
1988: the Byjet.
Bystronic quickly 
discovered the potential
of this technology, in
particular with material
types and thicknesses
with which the laser was
at its limits. The Byjet
became a synonym for
the reliable and precise
processing of all types
of material using a
water jet. In 1993 it was
equipped with the 
BJD 4000 - a unique
high-pressure pump
developed by Bystronic
that with an operating
pressure of up to 
3700 bar was able to

Bystronic's Hugo Allermann and Philipp Burgener 
with First Cut's MD Andrew Poole in the centre

The tour party from South Africa with Bystronic's CEO Ferdi Töngi in the middle



cut economically. It was later developed further to provide the
first fully regulated high-pressure pump, today known as the
ByPump Active.

In 1990 Bystronic produced for the first time a machine
that did not conform to the standard metal sheet format of 
3 x 1.5 meters: the Bysmall 2512. The idea for this originated
in the USA, where the Japanese manufacturers of cheap hybrid
laser cutting systems were putting Bystronic under price 
pressure. These machines used metal sheets with a size of 
2.5 x 1.25 metres as standard. The USA is also responsible for
the fact that the 3 x 1.5 meter machines have a cutting area of
3048 x 1524 mm, since they work with inches and feet and not

metres. The popular American standard sheet size is exactly
120 x 60 inches (3048 x 1524 mm).

Automation
Bystronic Laser AG also offered automation solutions at a

relatively early stage. Right from the beginning, an optional
loading station was available for laser cutting systems.
Bystronic then tried to master the stacking of individual parts,
which proved to be difficult, because many customers were
producing an ever-increasing variety of parts. 

The first Bysort attracted many casual customers onto the
Bystronic exhibition booth, but was very susceptible to faults.
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Doug Harris and Alan Batchelor, both from Myriad Displays 
talking to Marcel Zuber of Bystronic

Ricardo Camacho and Jorge Peixoto, both of JP Engineering
talking to Barbara Howard of Bystronic
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Also, the subsequently developed freefall collection system,
which allowed the cut parts to fall through the cutting grate
onto a conveyer belt where they were turned into the correct
position with the aid of a camera, was not able to establish
itself.

In 2006 Bystronic started the New Automation project. 
The objective was to develop a new generation of automation
in line with the market, since on the one hand automation had
become increasingly important, and on the other, compared
with the competition Bystronic had fallen behind in this area.
The heart of the new automation is the ByTrans loading and
unloading station that was launched in 2007. This was later 
followed by BySort, which sorts cut parts (2010), and the 
storage tower ByTower (2011). Together with the laser cutting
machine these three components can be used to form a fully
automated laser cell.

Bystar - the most successful machine
At the close of the pioneer phase in 1992, Bystronic 

incorporated all its previous products into a single machine:
from the Bylas the flying optics, from the Byflex the optional

processing sheet materials and tubes, from the Bysmall the
cutting bridge on the longitudinal side. Admittedly, the latter
made the machine heavier and the drive more complicated,
but improved access enormously. The operator was always able
to see what was going on - a huge advantage in a phase in
which the machines were still very susceptible to faults.
Bystronic named this prodigy Bystar. It is still to this day the
most successful machine: in summer 2011 the 2000th
machine was delivered.

At the beginning of the 90s, Bystronic Laser AG took its first
tentative steps into foreign sales activities by opening an office
in the USA. The company has subsequently set up a 
manufacturing plant there. Subsidiary companies, sales offices
and distributors were soon set up worldwide as the company
grew.

Product development years - 1990 to 2003
The machines from the pioneer phase, such as the Bylas or

the Bystar, still offered no true competition to mechanical sheet
metal processing. In particular in the processing of thin sheet
metal, they were unable to compete with the productivity of the

punching and nibbling
machines. This changed
with the advent of the
Bysprint 3015 that was
launched on the market by
Bystronic in 1996, thus
heralding the start of the
second generation of
machines. At that time, the
Bysprint was one of the
fastest laser cutting 
systems on the market.

Anyone who wants to
be successful in the sheet
metal processing market
must be able to offer both:
cutting and bending. 
Ernst Zumstein became
aware of this at an early
stage and looked about for
possible partners for the
bending business. In 1997
the time had come:
Bystronic took over the
pressbrake business unit
of the company 
Hammerle.

Wynand van Schoor and Andre van Heerdan, both of CFW
Industries with James van Rooijan of Transcape Steels

Richard Hoare and Gath Haigh, both of First Cut, Herman van
Tonder of PRENOX (EDGE) and Thomas Dill of Bystronic

The new ByJet Smart waterjet cutting system   



The takeover of the Beyeler Group, thus expanding its 
bending portfolio, was made in 2002. Automation products
such as Bycell and Bytrans were also introduced during this
period.

In 2002 with the purchase of AFM Fabtek in Tianjin, China
a manufacturing plant was added. Here Bystronic was able to 
manufacture pressbrakes and laser cutting machines that were
specifically tailored to the growing Asian market.

For 35 years original owner Ernst Zumstein had managed
Bystronic as Chief Executive and co-owner. In 2000 he handed
over the baton to current CEO Ferdi Tongi.

This era also saw the development of the largest cutting
machine, the Bystar 4030 with a 12x3 meter shuttle table and
also saw the power race increase with machines becoming
faster.

Market and product expansion - 2002 to 2008
This period was mainly a consolidation period for the 

company. However in 2002 the company launched the Byspeed
3015 for thin sheetmetal cutting. Subsequently, Bystronic
extended the Byspeed for thicker metal sheets and in 2004,
under pressure from the market, launched the 4020 format.

Value setting - 2006 to 2011 
This period has seen tremendous growth in the company

with a number of new products developed and launched for all
the disciplines including software development with the launch
of Plant Manager Cutting (PMC), a software package that fully
automatically processes the order data, prepares the perfect
cutting plan, and also monitors all the cutting processes.

BySprint Fiber
In recent years, the laser cutting industry has seen the

advent of a completely new generation of laser source: fiber
lasers. They are many times more efficient than gas lasers.
While even the best Bystronic gas laser does not exceed an
efficiency of 14 percent, fiber lasers achieve a value of 
30 percent: from an electricity consumption of 1 kilowatt a
laser beam of 300 watts can be generated. Back in 2007
Bystronic exhibited its first fiber laser at a trade fair for optical
technologies in Munich, Germany - attached to a ByVention. In
2010 the first Bystronic laser cutting machine with a fiber laser
was ready for batch production: the BySprint Fiber.

Latest innovation - the ByJet Smart waterjet cutting system   
The latest to be added to the company's product portfolio is

the ByJet Smart waterjet cutting system which was launched in
June 2011. This compact machine offers customers benefits
with respect to financial expenditure on two levels: firstly from
a low purchase price and secondly in the form of reduced 
operating costs.

Bystronic Laser AG is one of the pioneers in the development
and manufacture of laser cutting systems, and today is one of the leading

suppliers of complete solutions for sheet metal processing
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PRODUCT  REVIEW
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The Spark Heavy cutting system is the epitome of the latest
process technologies on this type of machining. Various
innovative features (with patent pending) place it at the

top of the range in terms of performance, quality of cut, ease of
use and operating economy.

Last but not least the onboard CNC makes use even 
simpler with regard to the more sophisticated nesting, 
automatic programming and off-line control systems.

The plasma cutting head
The cutting torch is designed for maximum efficiency in

absolute safety. The automatic head float device ensures the
correct distance between the torch and the material over the
entire working surface, even with corrugated sheets. The system
boasts an innovative anti spatter system which increases the
life of the torches, thanks to a high-pressure jet of special 
liquid that flushes away the dross and keeps the surface clean
at the cutting point. The laser sighting system makes it easy
and quick to put the head in the correct starting position.

Anti-collision system
The cutting head is housed so as to absorb the shock of

any possible impact during cutting and immediately stop the
main moving parts, causing the torch to re ascend along its
axis and prevent damage to the system. During this operation,
the orbital pins installed on the system reposition the torch 
perpendicular to the cutting surface so that as soon as the
obstacle is removed, cutting can resume from the point at
which it was interrupted.

Kinematics
Power and movement drive is performed by means of an

electronic gantry system on precision racks. The double X-axis
motor with high precision angular gearbox reduces backlash to
less than 4 arc/min. The high precision helical grinded rack
and pinion on X and Y-axis guarantees a pitch tolerance of
0.034 mm/m, speeds up to 100 m/min and accelerations up
to 1G. A constructive principle allows maximum flexibility to the
plant, thus facilitating the installation of various accessory
heads without compromising the work area or performance.

The "clean" plasma
With the innovative extraction system, the cutting fumes

are effectively eliminated with half the power compared to 
traditional systems. Heavy filings and cutting dross are 
collected and discharged, upon giving the suitable command,
into a special tank that can be easily removed and emptied.

The revolutionary system consisting of a mobile suction
hood with "decanting" function, plus a fume intake chamber,
ensures greater efficiency of the pipes and fume filters over
time. The hood is equipped with special safety baffles in 
stainless steel that protect the recovery tank and can easily be
replaced in case of wear.

Work table
The cutting table has a new, special contouring of the grid

shapes, designed to increase their life and the capability to
carry very high load capacities. The grids consist of panels that
are not only interchangeable, but may also be turned over and
reused when one side is worn.

Software and CNC 
The control panels have a CNC unit developed by Gasparini

specifically for use in plasma cutting machines. Simple, 
user-friendly management, fully automatic or with the 
possibility of manual intervention at any time. With the CNC,
standard parametric forms already stored in the unit may be
cut, in other words programming directly from the machine. 
The G-cut off-line software automatically creates the 
programming CAM for the machine, with the latest choices for
nesting and methods of cutting.

The framework
The frame has also been designed to obtain maximum

rigidity of the table, leaving the underlying ways clear. 
This is where the advantages of the suction hood and the 
dross and residue-collecting tank can be exploited. The 
modular frame allows the possibility to lengthen the 
work table.

The machine comes with an oxycut head and optional are 
a drilling head, individual or double beveling head in 2D or 3D.
The head stroke is 350 mm.

For further details contact Talmac Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 827 6539

Gasparini Spark Heavy plasma
cutting system
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Lamina Technologies has 
conceived and developed a 
concept that offers you answers

and innovative solutions to questions
and concerns you have had for years.

Questions
such as: How to reduce idle
time of your machining 
centres? How to reduce
dead stock of inserts, not
anymore in use? How to
reduce search time in bulky
catalogues of thousands
and thousands of different
inserts and the need to
order new inserts, when
another job comes in?

All Lamina inserts are
now made of a specially
developed sub-micron
grade, coated with advanced
PVD coating. This grade
and this coating together
with geometrical advantages
and sophisticated production
processes, result in the 
Multi-Mat© line of inserts.

MULTI-MAT means multi
material, one grade inserts
that can cut all types of
material which are used in
the machining industries.
Whether you need to
machine low carbon steel,
alloy steel, stainless steel,
cast iron and even exotic
materials like inconel or
titanium based alloys, all
you need is one insert; the
Lamina Multi-Mat insert! 

By using the same
insert to machine a variety of
materials you will increase
production efficiency,
reduce production costs,
improve production 
flexibility and the reduction
of cutting tool inventory.

The carbide cutting
inserts are ideally suited for
milling and turning 
operations and fit the 
cutters and tool holders you
already have, so you do not
have to make any other
investment to use the inserts.

Each insert performs on
each material as good as, or
better than the dedicated
insert of the competition,
claims Lamina.

Lamina Technologies is a Swiss manufacturer of carbide
cutting tools, specialising in milling and turning inserts made 
of state-of-the-art sub-micron grades and PVD coatings. 

For further details contact Elquip Solutions on 
TEL: 011 826-7117

Lamina Technologies' unique
MULTI-MAT one grade inserts
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Renishaw has added a new probe
option for its revolutionary REVO®

five-axis measurement system, which
for the first time, allows surface 
finish inspection to be fully integrated 
within CMM measurement routines. 

With a measurement capability of 6.3
to 0.05 Ra, the SFP1 surface finish probe
provides a unique 'single platform' that will
eliminate the need for hand-held sensors,
or the necessity to move parts to costly
dedicated surface finish measuring
machines, reducing labour costs and
inspection lead times. CMM users will now
be able to automatically switch between
part scanning and surface finish 
measurement, with analysis all contained
in a single measurement report. 

High quality surface finish data
As a fully integrated option for the REVO 5-axis 

measurement system, users of the SFP1 surface finish probe
will benefit from a range of powerful features that will boost
inspection speed and flexibility. 

The probe incorporates a C axis, which combined with the
infinite positioning capability of the REVO measuring head and
a choice of stylus holders, allows the probe tip to be 
automatically orientated to any angle to suit the part, ensuring
that the highest quality surface data is acquired. The SFP1 is

supplied with two dedicated styli, the 
SFS-1 straight stylus and SFS-2 cranked
stylus, which are selected under full 
measurement program control using the
REVO system's modular rack system
(MRS). This enables flexible access to
component features combined with the
consistency of a fully-automated CNC
methodology.

A skidded probe type with a 2 µm
(0.000079 in) tip radius diamond stylus,
the SFP1 surface finish probe outputs Ra,
RMS and raw data formats to the 
metrology application client software via
Renishaw's UCCServer software using the
I++ DME protocol. The raw data can 
subsequently be presented to specialist
surface analysis software packages for
further detailed reporting.

Automated surface finish probe calibration
Calibration of the sensor is also automated and carried out

within a CMM software programme. A new surface finish 
calibration artefact (SFA) is mounted on the MRS rack and is
measured using the SFP1 probe. Software then adjusts 
parameters within the probe in accordance with the artefact's
calibrated value.

For further details contact Bertrand van der Berg of
Toolquip & Allied on TEL: 011 370 2727

New sensor allows fully automated surface
finish measurement on co-ordinate
measuring machines (CMMs) - Renishaw

TaeguTec doublesided
H series chip breaker - TopDuty

New double-sided chipbreaker insert for rough and finish machining.

Most cutting tool manufacturers design and produce 
single-sided inserts to maintain toughness levels.
However, TaeguTec has developed its new double-sided

inserts for multiple tasks that incorporate an extra side for 
finish machining.

The new concept of double-sided inserts has utilised the

most sought after chip breaker geometry types such as the HT,
HY and HZ for 80° CNMD and 90° SNMD inserts for heavy
rough machining.

TaeguTec has now developed its HD type insert as a 
double-sided chip breaker insert. This protects the inserts with
a smooth chip breaking action when machining deeply stepped
parts such as shafts.

The new design now makes it is possible to conduct heavy
roughing operations under a variety of machining conditions.
This new product sizes the TaeguTec spirit that never stops
developing innovative new products to improve cost reduction
solutions to its customers

For further details contact TaeguTec South Africa on 
TEL: 011 362 1500
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The NTX series from Mori Seiki packs maximum 
manufacturing options into a minimum footprint. This
applies to the

NTX1000 models
that are available in
various expansion
options and that
since last year have
caused a furore
worldwide in the
sector of medical
applications. It also
applies without
restriction to the
new NTX2000/SZM
which celebrated its
world premier at EMO 2011. 

That makes it all the more fascinating when you
actually take a closer look into the perfectly accessible
work area, where the main spindle and the NC-controlled
pivoting and positionable counter-spindle (NTX1000 
pivoting), the milling head at the top with its pivoting 
B-axis and torque drive in DDM® technology plus the
turret (optional) below this with its 10 powered tools all
add up to a manufacturing package that is unparalleled
worldwide where compact design and performance are
concerned.

The flexible possibilities offered by the
NTX2000/SZM thanks to the integral combination 
of 5-axis simultaneous milling and 6-sided finishing 
are of course particularly impressive and are made even
more so by the manifold tool options of the magazine
with its 76 tools. The maximum turning diameter and
turning lengths of up to 1,540?mm mean you can let
your imagination run riot where component layout is

concerned. Even simultaneous machining using the milling
spindle on the counter-spindle and turret on the main 

spindle is possible with the NTX2000/SZM.
The fact that the NTX2000/SZM always runs

with top efficiency despite being so flexible is
reflected among other things in its short 

chip-to-chip times of under seven seconds.
Speeds of up to 5,000 rpm in the main

and counter spindle and the 12,000
milling spindle in the B-axis meet the
highest demands just as the lower

turret does with its 10 powered tool
stations in  BMT® technology (optional).

By the way: when equipped with a
modified bar
loader and 
workpiece
unloading device
the machine can
be also be 
used fully 
automatically for
material 
diameters of up
to 65?mm. And
DMG / Mori Seiki
have the right
automation 
solutions in their
portfolio for even
larger diameters.

Then of
course there is
the MAPPS IV
control that 
ultimately
ensures 
adequate 
performance on
the way from the
drawing board to
the finished

workpiece. The CAM system from Esprit is installed
here as a standard in addition to dialog 
programming. The combination of MAPPS IV and
the CAM functions means that users are more
shopfloor-orientated and can therefore respond
more flexibly and efficiently to customer 
requirements. Apart from this the machines are
equipped with MORI-NET that is included in the
standard version, a function that allows remote
maintenance and monitoring of the operating status.

For further details contact Edwin Roth (Pty) Ltd
on TEL: 011 970 1930

Mori Seiki NTX2000/SZM -
Compact 5-axis all-rounder for

6-axis complete machining
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Anew waveform roughing strategy offering
even greater stability, more precise 
machining and faster metal removal, is just

one of the significant enhancements in the latest
release of the market-leading CAM software,
Edgecam, unveiled at the EMO Exhibition. 

And a new flow surface cycle improves the
machining of fillets and 3D surfaces.

The capabilities of both milling and turning all
benefit from enhancements in Edgecam 2012 R1.

The following are just some of the many
improvements in functionality and ease-of-use in Edgecam
2012 R1 - seen for the first time at the EMO Exhibition:

New flow surface cycle
The new Flow Surface cycle follows the flow of the surfaces,

offering improved surface finish, helical support to reduce link
moves, and multiple face support, making it ideal for 
machining fillets and 3D surfaces.

New waveform roughing strategy
Constant tool load path and smooth toolpath pattern, 

offering greater stability, more precise machining and faster
metal removal. This gives improved tool life, constant 
engagement with material and constant chip load, superior 

material removal rates, and an improved surface4 finish which
potentially eliminates secondary cutting cycles.

New slot cycle support for features
The updated Slot Cycle supports the recently introduced

slot feature. Feature Finder has been enhanced to recognise
areas that can be machined with the slot cycle. Along with having
a new option to select 2D, 3D and Solids as a cycle input, and
new options to specify clearance, level and depth associative to
the solid model, allows for slots to be machined in a single
pass, and the Ramp approach moves into a closed slot.

Tailstocks in Edgecam
Edgecam 2012 R1 allows machines to be configured with

tailstock devices. It means users can control tailstock 
movements with graphical feedback; and specify parametric or
custom tailstock graphics in the Code Wizard. There is also full
simulation of tailstock movements along with collision 
detection.

Simulator enhancements
These include:
• Start Simulation from any 'Under Stock' command
• Selecting an alternative toolkit for simulation
• Enhanced simulation output.

For further details contact Stillam on TEL: 011 663 2600

Unveiled at EMO - Edgecam
roughing smooths the way for better machining

The Poly Gim Mini 88 is a super compact CNC lathe is one
example in a range that consists of a gang type tooling
CNC lathes with the option of a 8 station turret designed

for mass production. 
Variations include a special multi-tasking alternative with all

the benefits of a double spindle CNC lathe, with bar capacity
from 26 mm to 85 mm.

In addition Poly Gim can meet almost all the needs of a
production shop by offering a complete range of Swiss Type
sliding head CNC autos with up to 10 axis, twelve position 
mill - turn turrets which can have up to twelve live tools, 
with six of them capable of rotating 360 degrees.

The Diamond series of Swiss type CNC auto lathes 
is perfect for back face or second op machining with its main

spindle and back spindle having the ability to work 
simultaneously or separately.

Other features of the Diamond series are cross spindles to
help with the drilling, milling or tapping on cross side and bevel
components.

A Poly Gim with it's many configurations including multiple
axis, driven tools, bar feeds, part catcher, part conveyor make
this a machine well worth looking  as a solution to your 
production needs.

With a suitable bar feed system the Poly Gim machines are
an extremely serious contender in any production shop whether
producing simple components or highly accurate complex parts.

For more information call: PBS Machine Tools on 
011 914 3360

Poly Gim CNC lathes

Wave form screen shot simulator Tail stocks in Edgecam

Slot cycle tool path New flow cycle screen shot
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For difficult to cut materials the new carbide grades 
PR13 series and SW series were launched. The 
PR13 series is suitable for high temperature alloys while

the SW series for titanium alloys is the right choice.  
The high hardness and good oxidation resistance of the

coating MEGACOAT on the PR13 series allows for stable
machining at high speeds. In addition, it is thanks to a 
homogeneous grain resistance to extreme temperature 
fluctuations that provides a consistently high degree of 
hardness. New edge designs ensure low cutting forces and
reduce vibration. A large rake angle and small edge rounding
prevents burring, notching and improves the surface quality.  

The MEGACOAT coating also allows for long tool life, wear
resistance and heat resistance. The PR13 series has a high
fracture resistance.

Applications include nickel base heat resistant alloy, iron
base heat resistant alloy, cobalt base heat resistant alloy and
precipitation hardening stainless steels.

The SW Series provides the user with long
service life and improved resistance to breakage.  The wear of
the cutting points are reduced significantly. 

The MSRS90 is a new router from Kyocera with 
90° grooved inserts. Its maximum depth of cut is 60 mm for
up to four rows of inserts. These are available with four cutting
edges, which makes it especially economical. The notches in it
are designed for optimum chip formation.  A low level of 
vibration and low cutting forces ensure stable machining of the
workpiece and a long tool life. 

The new KGD-off tools from Kyocera offer a very good 
chip control with different chip breakers.  Users benefit from a
stable and reliable application with a new clamping system.
Different inserts for external grooving, grooving and parting
applications are found in the tool holders. In addition, Kyocera
offers the mono-block design.

For further information contact Skok Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 392 3710

Kyocera, a leading manufacturer of cutting tools launched
three new products at EMO 2011.

New Carbide Grades for
difficult-to-cut-materials Kyocera



Highest precision is the theme of the new Okuma MP-46 V.
With the vertical machining center Okuma addressed, at
the EMO trade show, to die & mold makers who demand

µ precise machining results this reproducible, quick and 
economical in continuous operation.

With a footprint of 2.281 x 2.736 mm² the 7.000 kg MP-46
offers a 760x460 mm² large machine table. The 3 axis, 
X 660 mm, Y 460 mm and Z 360 mm has a rapid traverse of
24 m/min. In order for the MP-46 V to achieve high-accuracy 

requirements, Okuma built on
the best of the best from their
own innovation pool. As with
all new machine models
Okuma exclusive 
Thermo-Friendly Concept has
been integrated. TFC 
compensated by structural
measures, embedded 
sensors and control 
algorithms, the influence of
temperature fluctuations on

kinematics and machine 

spindle. In addition temperature controlled ballscrews in 
X, Y and Z and the use of a high-precision spindle 
guarantee thermal stability and precision in continuous 
operation.

MP-46 V is controlled by Okuma's own OSP-P200M. In 
combination with Okuma-linear scales with 0.1 micron 
resolution and high accuracy of the exclusive Super-NURBS
function the MP-46V reaches maximum precision and optimum
contour accuracies without loss of dynamics. As an adequate
tool for the precise tool measurement a laser sensor system
from Blum is integrated in the MP-46 V.

The spindle drive delivers 15 kW and accelerates the 
HSK-63A spindle up to 20,000 rpm, which allows both 
roughing with high metal removal rate as well as a safe process
of very delicate tools. The spindle through coolant is designed
for 70 bar. The tool magazine offers 32 stations.

Not only will Okuma connoisseurs be convinced by the 
MP-46 V's inner values. With this new design, Okuma wants to
communicate their status as a premium manufacturer through
their visual appeal.

For further details contact Forest Engineering on 
TEL: 011 397 4050

µ - precise for Die & Mold -
Okuma MP-46 V
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KX Five (5-axis) machining centres
enjoy the benefits of Huron's 
expertise in the design and 

manufacturing of high-speed milling
machines. 

This range of very high performance
machines is suited to roughing and 
finishing work in five simultaneous axes
and on five faces and meets all the 
technical and economic challenges facing
engineering companies in the aeronautics,
automotive, medical and energy sectors
with regard to reducing process times and
cutting manufacturing costs.

Performance levels in roughing, finishing and precision
work enable the toughest productivity targets to be met in
terms of machining complex parts, such as injection moulds,
aeronautical components or parts used in precision mechanics.

The architecture of the K3X 8 Five high-speed 5-axis milling
centre consists of a fixed gantry and bed and a 500 mm 
diameter table that rotates (C-axis, 360°) and tilts 
(A-axis, -30°/+180°) and can take up to 250 kg. It is therefore

capable of machining in five continuous
axes on five faces.

As the table on this new generation 
"8 Five" is inclined in a 55° plane (instead
of 45°), negative machining angles of up 
to -20° can be reached. Consequently, the
angle of the spindle axis in relation to the
table ranges from 0 to 110° compared
with 90° for the previous generation.

The combination of dynamics and 
precision on this machine results in the
production of very high quality surface 
finishes.

With its standard spindle reaching a
speed of 24,000 rpm with a torque of 

40 Nm for 25 kW, it has a high maximum chip-forming capacity. 
This milling centre also offers the advantage of great 

accessibility with good visibility of the work area. Heavy 
workpieces can easily be lowered from above the machine
thanks to the generous openings in the enclosure.

For more information contact EDM Shop on 
TEL: 011 762 5231

Very high performance 5-axis
machining centres - Jyoti Huron

With its multifunction turning
centre, Amada once again 
demonstrates how to 

quickly and efficiently manufacture
complex parts on a small 
footprint machine.

The S10 features a 250 mm 

swing diameter front 
spindle and two side 
turrets with a tool drive
and two optional Y-axes.

Simultaneous 
machining of the 

workpiece leads to high

productivity rates. A programmable
and retractable NC tailstock, a 
sub-spindle and reversing and clamping
units on the turret further enlarge the
wide range of possible applications.
Owing to the front spindle concept,
the operator can easily access the
working area. All these features have
been implemented in a machine that
has a very small footprint, e.g. in the
standard configuration of 3.4 m2

only.

A multitude of automation options offered
The larger the number of parts produced, the more 

important automation becomes. To support the operator's
work in this respect, too, Amada has various solutions on offer
as factory installed options.

For further details contact Amada South Africa on 
TEL: 011 453 5459

Debut at EMO S10 - The multitalented
AMADA turning centre

Refining surfaces, making them smooth and supple - no problem for
Jyoti Huron's latest development
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Designed for small diameter boring, grooving and 
threading routines all using the same tool, the 
VARGUS Mini-V family of indexable carbide inserts and

toolholders guarantees customers a host of cost and 
performance savings. Mini-V is specifically designed 
for tasks within a diameter range of 8 mm to 
16 mm and 11 mm and 14 mm.

Vargus tooling's unrivalled flexibility
and inherent cost savings result from the 
ability to use a variety of different

inserts on the same toolholder - available in diameters of 
6 mm and 8 mm and 45 mm to 77.5mm long - resulting in 
significantly minimized set-up times.

Also, the wear resistance efficiency of these TiCN-coated
(via PVD) carbide grade inserts generates extraordinary cycle
time benefits across a range of machining speeds (including
low and very low) in work piece materials, including alloy and
stainless steels, nickel-based alloys and aluminum as well as
hard materials.

Featuring 16 mm diameter shanks (alloy steel or carbide
with steel seating) of 80 mm to 130 mm long, the Mini-V 
toolholders include an innovative clamping system for improved
vibration resistance together with a sleeve clamping system
that guarantees flexibility for higher performance cutting.

VARGUS Mini-V tooling can be supplied as standard for a
comprehensive range of tasks including square, round and
face grooving, long nose boring and back boring, as well as
conventional grooving and boring and universal threading 
routines.

For further information contact Pilot Tools on 
TEL: 011 607 1800

VARGUS Mini-V carbide system generates
big savings with all-in-one boring,

grooving and threading solutions

Tigerotec® Silver technology can now also demonstrate its
strengths during turning. A new generation of indexable
inserts for steel chip removal during ISO turning was on

display with the Tiger·Tec® Silver ISO P generation for the first
time at EMO 2011. This can give you an increase in output of
up to 75 per cent, claims Walter.

The new type of Tigerotec® Silver high performance cutting
material, which was first marketed in 2009, combines high
wear resistance with toughness to bring together two basically
contrasting cutting material properties in a single indexable
insert. The toughness of Tiger·Tec® Silver is a unique selling
point among CVD cutting tool materials. This is due to a new
technology, which consists of pre-treatment, coating with a new
type of microstructured aluminium oxide and post-treatment.
There is usually a twofold increase in the tool life of Tiger tec®

Silver inserts and this is consistent from one insert to the next.
Walter has now combined this unique CVD coating 

technology with an equally newly developed, universal 
geometry family for steel chip removal. The new

generation of indexable inserts for steel turning
comprises the three grades WPP10S 

(ISO P10), WPP20S (ISO P20) and
WPP30S (ISO P30). Its distinct

properties of wear resistance
and toughness make it suitable
for a range of machining tasks. 
The four new ISO geometries

FP5, MP3, MP5 and RP5
all feature large, universal
chip breakage areas, which
increase the inserts' 
performance. The four
geometries complement
each another perfectly.
Compared to current geometries,
their area of application is
increased by 20 to 40 percent, so
the complete area of application for
steel chip removal can be covered by just four geometries.
Higher and more consistent tool life, quicker cutting speeds,
simplified chip removal and high accuracy, increased process
reliability and machine availability give an increase in 
productivity of up to 100 percent when turning steel.

The Tiger·tec® Silver high performance cutting material has
also broken new ground during milling too. The universal
WKP35S grade is joined by WKP25S, a grade mainly used for
roughing steel and cast iron. These indexable inserts are 
characterised by high cutting speeds with average feed rates
and versatility of use, including for wet machining, high tensile
strength or severely interrupted cuts. They are available for all
of the popular tools from the Xtraotec® range. Increases in 
productivity of up to 100 percent can be achieved here too.

For further details contact Spectra Carbide on 
TEL: 041 403 1500

Tigerotec® Silver on the advance








